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1a1r IT'S A FACT 1- IMPORTANT ANNOUNCE.ME.NT J • 
THE " IMPERIAL " 
MEDIUM-LARGE BORE 
TROMBONE is used by 
Munn & Feltons 
Ferodo 
WISE BANDS 
INSIST 
ON 
The 
THE WINNING ENTRY FROM OVER 600 QUICK MARCHES 
SUBMITTED IN OUR ONE HUNDRED GUINEA INTERNATIONAL 
MARCH COMPETITION IS NOW AVAILABLE TO ALL BANDS 
AD. ASTRA Brighouse & Rastrick C.W.S. Manchester Stanton Ironworks 
Cl ipstone Coll iery 
Desford Col l iery 
Bestwood 
Colliery 
Basford Hall 
Col l iery 
Blackhall 
"IMPERIAL'' * PRIZ E- WINNING Q UICK MARCH (BOOSEY & HAWKES INTERNATIONAL MARCH COMPETITION 1955) 
By 
M ED I U M  - LARG E B O RE T R 0 M B 0 N E 
WILLI LOFFLER Coll iery 
Herrington Mil itary 
John White's Footwear 
Ransome & Marles 
Why Delay,? - Try one at your leisure, without 
obligation. Details will be sent free upon request. 
Remember that YOUR OLD SMALL-BORE MODEL will 
be accepted in Part Exchange. Liberal allowances and 
ORDER YOUR SET NOW! -and many others. 2 years to pay. 
MAY WE SUGGEST THAT YOU PLAY WHILE YOU PAY
? 
BRASS BAND SET 5/- NET EXTRA PARTS 4d. EACH NET 
BOOSEY & HAWKES LTD., POSTAGE EXTRA 
BOOSEY & HAWKES LTD., 295 REGENT ST., LONDON, W.1. LANGHAM 2060 
BAND INSTRUMENT DEPT., FREDERICK CLOSE, MARBLE ARCH, W.2. 
NOW AVAILABLE! 
pBO�ESSION AL 
MABCB 
b ADAM CARSE . 'Y ded first prize in the 
h. rch was aw
ar 
B C to * T is ma . d b tbe B. · · 
Competition organ
ise y 
the late Fred t and honour . 1 cororoeroora e ed at the Memona 
Mortimer, and was 
p�Y 
Trade Hall, Man­
Concert held at th
e ree 54 
chester on July lO
tb, 19 . 
Brass Band Parts 1
1/6 per set 
Extra parts 7d. each 
SEND TODAY! 
Paddington 3091-4 
THE CORNET FOR . 1955 
THE · 
-U . . . and every year Dessan..."NEWSTANDARD 1s1" 
This famous Cornet has held the lead for so many years that we look forward .with 
confidence to its continued-and increasing-popularity in 1955. Here are a few 
among the many well-known cornet soloists whose constant choice is Besson. 
N O R M A N A S H CRO F T  D E R E K G A R S I D E  
Fairev At:iation Works Band C.W.S. (Manchester) Band 
W I L L I E  B A R R M E R V Y N G R I F F I T H S 
Scottish C. W.S. Band Creswell Colliery Band 
K E I T H  C A L D W E L L  T E D D Y  G R A Y  
Ferodo Works Band Fodem Motor Works Band 
A L A N C O L L I N S  M A U R I C E  M U R P H Y  
Hoo Silver Band Y.E. W.C.O. Works Band 
G W Y N  D A V I E S D E R I C K W A R D  
Morris 1Wotors Band Brighouse f!! Rastrick Band 
Send to-day for particulars and prices of the" New Standard 181" and all Band Instruments 
B E S S O N  & C O. LT D., 15 W E S T  S T R E E T, LO N D O N, W.C.2 TEMPLE BAR 901 8/9 
ONE QUALITY 
REPAIRS 
• • • 
FOR 
- SILVER PLATING 
AC�ESSORIES 
THE BEST 
SURPLUS 
INSTRUMENTS 
BOUGHT OR TAKEN 
IN PART EXCHANGE 
AGENTS FOR 
"PREMIER" 
MARCHING DRUMS 
AND EQUIPMENT 
RECONDITIONED INSTRUMENTS 
ESTABLISHED 1862 OUR ONLY ADDRESS Tel. : BLAckfriars 5530 
�m©�� �rnwoo©Lfurn>�� �rnoo�Q & �©oo�� Lfu�rn>Q� 
43 CHAPEL STREET, SALFORD, 3, MANCHESTER 
-
If it's MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS, New or Reconditioned 
then it must be MAYERS & HARRISON LTD. for ... 
* CHOICElFROM OUR LARGE STOCKS 
* REPAIRS - THE BEST IN THE TRADE 
* COURTESY FR.OM OUR REPRESENTATIVES 
* HIRE PURCHASE ARRANGED 
* A SERVICE WITH SATISFACTION ii� PART EXCHANGES, WITH A FAIR DEAL 
Am'A·C ·, .;,+lssoRIES - CASES - PREMIER BELLS - DRUMS AND TYMPANI 
TUNE IN TO . CENtral 3639 • • • AND SAVE 
MAYERS & HARRISON LTD. 
207-215 GT. JACKSON ST., MANCHESTER, 15 
5�d. ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION Post Free 
NEW AND I MPROVED EDITION 
5/6 
With special foreword by Frank Wright, Esq., 
Professor G uildhall School of Music, and eminent 
Adjudicator. 
R.ssa.n... 
CO R N ET - TUTOR TRU M PET 
By S. V. Balfour 16/8 (plus 9d. postage) 
Send for it NOW ! 
BESSON, 15 West Street, London, W.C.2. 
. "' 
• i 
Band Teachers, Adjudicators and Soloists 
WALTER B. HARGREAVES 
PROFESSOR OF CORNET 
(Royal Marines School of Music) 
CONDUCTOR AND ADJUDlCATOR 
34 VICTORIA ROAD 
DEAL - KENT. 
GEO. HAWKINS 
(Band Teacher) 
13, HOBSICK, BRINSLEY, NOTTS. 
Teacher of Theory and Harmony by post 
JOHN FAULDS, M.B.E. 
BAND TEACHER AND ADJUDICATOR 
44 KENNEDY CRESCENT, KIRKCALDY, 
FIFE 
HAROLD LAYCOCK 
PUPILS PRIVATE OR POSTAL 
BAND TEACHER AND ADJUDICATOR 
23 LOWSON TERRACE 
FORFAR, ANGUS 
DAVID ASPINALL 
Musical Director, Ransome & Marles Works' Band 
(Late Conductor, Creswell Colliery and Friary 
Brewery Bands) 
BAND TEACHER, BAND AND CHORAL 
CONTEST ADJUDICATOR 
"PRIORY VIEW," 14 FRIARY ROAD, 
NEWARK-ON-TRENT, NOTTS. 
Tel: Newark 456-7-8-9 
S. S. H. ILIFFE 
BAND TEACHER AND ADJUDICATOR 
10 NUTFIELD ROAD, LEICESTER 
EDWARD C. BUTTRESS 
BAND TEACHER AND ADJUDICATOR 
The Clayton Attiline Co. Ltd., 
Manchester, 11 
East 1341 Ext. 31 
H. MUDDIMAN 
BAND TEACHER AND ADJUDICATOR 
"ASHBURN," ALLOA 
J. BODDICE 
BAND TEACHER AND ADJUDICATOR 
13 LAKE ROAD, WOODLANDS, 
DONCASTER. 
HAROLD BARKER 
(Musical Director. Late Creswell Colliery) 
BAND TEACHER AND ADJUDICATOR 
"SOMERVILLE," ECKINGTON 
SHEFFIELD 
Phone : Eckington 273 
Lieut. JOHN FLETCHER 
PROFESSIONAL CONDUCTOR AND 
ADJUDICATOR 
Brass - Military - Orchestra 
7 COMMON LANE, SOUTHOWRAM, 
HALIFAX, YORKS. 
HAROLD MOSS 
L.R.A.M., A.R.C.M., (Bandmastership) 
Musical Director, Leyland Motors Band 
TEACHER AND ADJUDICATOR 
(Coach for Diploma Exams., etc., by post) 
Successes in various Grades of the B.C.M. 
Examinations including Bandmaster'ship 
56 SANDY LANE, LEYLAND 
Nr. PRESTON, LANCS. 
Dr. DENIS WRIGHT 
CONDUCTOR, ADJUDICATOR AND 
LECTURER. 
28 BRICKWALL LANE, RUISLIP, 
MIDDLESEX. 
'Phone : Ruislip 2463. 
DRAKE RIMMER 
BAND TEACHER AND ADJUDICATOR 
"MIRELLA," MILTON ROAD 
KIRKCALDY 
1 
Phone KIRKCALDY 284 
JOHN BALDWIN 
L.G.S.M., B.B.C.M. 
BAND TEACHER AND ADJUDICATOR 
ASPER STREET, NETHERFIELD, 
NOTTINGHAM. 
'Phone : 24-8704 
��������-
CECIL PEACOCK 
TEACHER, C0Nouc1·cm AND ADJUDICATOR 
Brass Instrument 1'eacher to the Dur4am 
Education Authoritie.J 
6 CHARLES STREET, EASINGrON 
COLLIERY, Co. DURHAM. 
• 
2 
8t:Jnd Teachers, Adjudicotors and Soloists 
W. S. BOND 
BAND TEACHER AND ADJUDICATOR 
85 PORTIA STREET, 
� SHINGTON, NORTHUMBERLAND 
HERBERT SUTCLIFFE 
Musical Director 
(VICKERS-ARMSTRONG LIMITED) 
BARROW SHIPYARD SIL VER BAND 
BAND TEACHER AND ADJUDICATOR 
41 CEDAR ROAD, 
BARROW-IN-FURNESS 
GEORGE THOMPSON 
B.B.C.M., L.G.S.M. 
BAND TEACHER AND ADJUDICATOR 
Associated Teacher to the Bandsman's 
College of Music 
282, WELLING BOROUGH ROAD, 
RUSHDEN, NORTHANTS. 
Phone - - - - Rushden 2236 
HARRY MORTIMER 
BAND TRAINER AND ADJUDICATOR 
Office Address : 
c/o B.B.C., LONDON, W.1. Tel. Museum 1633 
Private Address : 
3 A VIS COURT, 50 LADBROKE GROVE, 
KENSINGTON, LONDON, W.11 
Tel. Bayswater 1129 
��������__:____ ��������� 
CLIFTON JONES 
CORNET SOLOIST, BAND TEACHER 
AND ADJUDICATOR 
Private pupils 
142 BURNLEY ROAD, BACUP, LANCS. 
Phone Bacup 200 
REG. LITTLE 
MUSICAL DIRECTOR, 
Rhyl Urban District Council 
BETTWS PRIVATE HOTEL 
KINMEL BAY, N. WALES 
WRIGHT & ROUND'S BRASS BAND NEWS lst JULY, 1955. 
MINOR ADVERTISEMENTS 
2� words 5/-. 2/- for each additional 10 words. Remittances must accom an adver­
tisement, and reach us by the 24th of the month. For Box address at our Offi�e [0 t · 
words, and add 6d. for forwardinc of replies. This rate does not apply to Trade A��er�: 
HERBERT BROOKES, the celebrated Cornettist (late of Wingates) is now open for engagements 
as Soloist, Teacher, or Adjudicator.-
29 Brookhonse Avenue, Peel Green, Manchester. 
THE BANDSMAN'S COLLEGE OF MUSIC.-All inquiries should be made to the Secretary Mr HARRY RYDER " Rosemede," 614 Moor Road, Best�ood: N-0tts. ' 
1.,HE ALEXANDER OWEN MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP AR����;rDG. - COMPOSITIONS . HA RMONISED 
FUND F II d il . . . ' REVISED for publication. Piano Parts . . u eta s regarding Examrnations can be transposed. First·clais work. - CHAS. A. COOPER 19 obtarned from the Secretary, Mr. J. BUTLER, 29 Levens Columbia Street, Hutbwaite Notts. • Street, Moston, Manchester, 10. �====--::-:------· --· --------11 RUMPET, Clippertone, as new £30. Boosey Cornet, 
excellent condition, £15, both S.P., HP/LP slides, rotary change, leather cases, accept £40 both. S. H. CLARK 25 BANDSMEN'S COLLEGE OF MUSIC Wellington Road, ILKLEY, Yorks. ' 
AUTUMN E XAMINATIONS. 
The closing date of entries for all grades will 
be September 20th, and the probable date for 
examination, at all the various centres, will be 
November 4th/5th. Diploma candidates are 
requested to submit their Preliminary Scoring 
Tests by September 20th. Anyone requiring 
further details of the above is requested to 
write to me without delay. 
" Rosemede," HARRY RYDER, 
614 Moor Road, Secretary. 
Bestwood, N otts. 
N OW READY 
The I 95S Joy Book 
containing complete solo cornet parts of 
all pieces in the 
1955 LIVERPOOL JOURNAL 
together with synoJ:15es of the four contest 
pieces 
Price 2/6 post free 
TYNEMO UTH 
SATURDAY , JULY 30th , 1955 
O P E N  B A N D  C O N TE S T  
Testpiece : OWN CHOICE. 
---· ·---
Pr izes : 
lst ,  £30 and Trophy ; 2nd ,  £15 · 
3rd , £10 ; £5 for H ighest 3rd Sect ioi{ 
" D .H ." Band. 
£5 for Highest 4th Sect ion " D .H." 
, Band. 
March Contest on Stand. 
lst Pr ize £3; 2nd Pr ize £2 
Adjudicator, Mr. H. Laycock. 
For particulars apply to : 
Mr. J. ORD, 
21 Pont Street, Ashington. 
BRISTOL DISTRICT 
The brilliant weather had much to do with 
the success of the local Whit-Monday processions. 
The play in the past has, on occasions, been very 
bedraggled, but this time it was a pleasure 
to listen to. 
Marshfield Town in their new uniform looked 
smart and played well, and Bristol East Tem­
perance under Mr. Sam White are certainly I WRIGHT & ROUND, 34 Erskine St. Liverpool 6 
· improving. Kingswood Evangel were good 
as were Albion Dockyard. ' 
SENSATIONAL 
OFFER! Fromon1(V iSf Sf-'' Smart and Attractive 
UNIFORMS Per Suit (Jacket & Trousers) 
These are converted from part-worn ex-police Uniforms, 
renovated and altered to individual measurements. 
THEY ARE REALLY ASTOUNDING VALUE. Send NOW 
for range of samples and Prices. Many pleasing designs available. 
ARMY & NAVY SUPPLY STORES 
DESIGNERS AND MAKERS OF ATTRACTIVE UNIFORMS 
153 P RAED STREET, PAD D I NGTO N ,  L O N D O N , W .2 
Telephone: 
PADdington 2066/67 Telegrams: " Cash " Paddington 2066, London, W.2 
1���Now Beprinteun-·���1 
SELECTIONS 
"O bero n" 
"Zam pa "  
"M irella" 
"Norma" 
"W illiam T ell " 
" Bar ber o f  S eville " 
" R eco llectio ns o f  Ba lfe " 
" ,, W eber "  
" E ,, ngland" 
,, I r ela nd " 
" Co nvivia l So ngs " 
FANTASIAS 
" Th e Ca ll o f  Yo uth " 
" H ia watha " 
"Au tu m n  E choes " 
" Carniva l  o f  F lo wer s " 
" S cenes of  B ea uty " 
" O ver th e H ills " 
" Happy M emories " 
" I n  Days o f  O ld " 
"T Jle Boh em ia ns" 
" Maid o f  O r leans " 
P
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65_7 ____ --- THE EASY WAY 
Marshfield Town are a go-ahead band. They 
have paid for their new uniform and are now 
out _ _  to secure new instruments-a big pro­
pos1t10n these days, but, as B.M. V. Cook says, 
if they can carry out at least 1 5  engagements 
" G em s  o f  S co tia " 
" A Casket o f  G em s  " 
"G em s o f  E ver gr een M elo dy" 
"Do wn o n  th e M ississippi " 
{" H er eward" 
" Panda's P icnic " 
TOM F. ATKINSON I B I t 111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
Brass Instrumental Teacher, City of Leeds to p ay rass ns ruments 
and City of Bradford Education Authorities 
BAND TEACHER AND ADJUDICATOR 
44 Crossley Street, Great Horton, 
Tel. Bradford 71788. BRADFORD, YoRKS. 
FRANK BRAITHWAITE 
(Musical Director, Gomersal Mills Band) 
Late of Foden's and Horwich R.M.J. 
BAND TEACHER AND AD JUDI CA TOR 
12 MOUNT STREET, COWLERSLEY, 
Near HUDDERSFIELD. 
Phone : Milnsbridge 508. 
A comp lete and comprehensive per year .they will soon be on the way to obtain-
e xp lanat ion of the scient ific method of mg the instruments. 
p layin � with the m in imum of lip pres - Glad to say that Mr. Geo. La�chem of Pad­
sure. Fu ll of inva luab le information sto�k. the noted fiuge\ player,_ is back home 
for the ambitious p layer and student. agam from hospital. Vie all wish him a qmck recovery. 
PRICE 216 t f The visit of Foden's Band to Bath resulted, as pos ree usual, m a gathenng of the clans. A holiday 
programme rendered in holiday style, but never­
W R I G H T & R 0 U N D theless achieving all the qualities we expect 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111134 ERSKINE ST. LIVERPOOL 6 from championship bands. At the concert I ' ' was pleased to meet Mr. Joe Collier of Paul ton 
Silver. He tells me the band have started to 
recover some of the loss suffered as a result of 
ALBERT E. BADRIC.K NOW RE-PRINTED 
a defaulting official. Over £20 has been col­
lected by playing around the town. 
f S d S • A chat with Mr. and Mrs. M. Softley revealed 
Prices : 20 parts, 7 /6 ; 
Fantasia-" Th e S pir it o f  You th " 
Waltz-" Su nsh ine and Ro ses" 
Sheet-Celebrated N atio nal 
M elo dies. 
OVERTURE 
" R ule, Britannia " 
Extra parts, 5d. each 
Waltz-" Cor nflo wers a nd 
Po ppies" 
Waltz-" Sha des o f  E vening" 
P rices : 20 parts, 6/6; Extra parts, 4d. each 
March-" Th e North S tar" 
March-" Com e  Back to E r in " 
Prices : 20 parts, 4/- ; 
March-" E l  Dora do " 
" Pa ul & Vir ginia :' (Duet Polka) 
Extra parts, 3d. each 
BAND TEACHER AND ADJUDICATOR The Second Set 0 acre er1eS the fact that Albion Dockyard have now re-65 EAGLE ROAD, BUCKHA VEN, 
FIFE, SCOTLAND. Containing : 
organized and have secured Mr. W. Yabsley as WRIGHT & BOUND bandmaster. Mr. Yabsley has fully recovered I.£===:==:====;;::;; ·::;;;; ;;;: ;;;:===��I 
57 FAVOURITE SACRED SONGS, SOLOS, from his serious illness, so, his considerable 34 ERSKINE ST., LIVERPOOL, 6 
-
R. H. PENROSE 
Consultant and Tutor (Band Dept.) 
County Education Authority 
Devon ANTHEMS, CHORUSES, CAROLS, 
experience should greatly improve the " Dock-
yard " band, who played at every . . __ 
BAND TEACHER AND ADJUDICATOR 
"ExpoRent of Tone" 
(Over 35 years' successful tuition) 
45 MAGDALEN ROAD, EXETER 
HARRY RYDER 
L.T.C.L., B.B.OM. 
BAND TEACHER AND ADJUDICATOR 
Associated Teacher to the Bartdman's College 
of Music 
Teacher of Theory and Harmony. 
Personal and Postal Lessons 
Terms: "ROSEMEDE," 614 MOOR ROAD, 
BESTWOOD, NOTTS. 
ALFRED ASHPOLE 
F.T.C.L., A.R.C.M;., L.Mus.T.C.L., B.B.C.M. 
BAND, VOCAL AND CHORAL TEACHER 
CONDUCTOR COMPOSER AND 
ADJUDICATOR 
Author of 11Viva Voce Questions" for Brass 
Band Examination Candidates 
Associated Teacher to the Bandsman's College 
of Music 
Compositions revised and scored if desired 
Special Arrangements s"ored for b:i-nds Special ist Coach for all Band Diplomas 
Sw.ccesses include A. B.C.M. and B.B.C.M. 
BISHOP'S STORTFORD, HERTS. 
Tel: 386 
FRANK WRIGHT 
F.G.S.M., L.R.S.M. 
ADJUDICATOR, ARRANGER 
COMPOSER, CONDUCTOR. 
Address-
BC.M/BATON, LONDON, \V.C.1. 
J. W. REED 
BAND TEACHER, CORNET SOLOIST 
and ADJUDICATOR 
(Late St. Hiltlas, Brighouse & Rastrick, Luton) 
Arranging, Scoring, Copying, Concerts, 
Broadcasts, Contests. 
18 WELLESLEY ROAD, 
ILFORD, ESSEX. 
ENOCH JACKSON 
L.G.S.M. 
Principal Trumpet-Scottish Kational Orchestra 
BAND TEACHER, ADJUDICATOR 
AND SOLOIST 
13 PARK TERRACE, 
GLASGOW C.3 
Tel : Douglas 9388 
HORACE GREY 
C.B.A. 
(Late Famous St. 11 i Ida's) 
Open to teach and coach for Concerts 
or Contests. 
Fifty years' experience in all branches of 
the Musical Profession. 
ST. LEONARD'S FARM, 
WEST MOORS, DORSET 
CYRIL I. YORA TH 
B.B.C.M. 
Associated Teacher to the Bandsman's 
College of Music 
\3AND TEACHER AND ADJUDlCA TOl� 
49 CLIVE ROAD, ENFIELD 
!\1IDDLESEX. 
HYMNS, Etc. 
Ready for immediate use, bound and 
numbered in uniform order. 
P rice I /3 per book 
launching in Bristol since their formation on -------------"-"'-'-'-==�-----'­
January 14th, 1942. 
Young bandsmen called up for National 
Service, particularly the Royal Air Force, should 
try and contact local bands as soon as possible 
when posted. An instrument is usually vacant, 
as euphoniumist, Jimmy Young of Stacksteads 
and Irwell Springs found out recently with a 
certain Town band. The help of a good player 
FULL 
SCORES 
OF 1955 
LIVERPOOL 
JOURNAL 
is very welcome to most bands. ------------------.-. 
WRIGHT & ROUND, 34 Erskine St., Liverpool, 6 I hope Fishponds B.L. have done well at 
* For the bene(i.t o( Bandmasters who wish to 
THE SOLOIST'S 
COMPANION 
Containing 
16 Com plete So lo Cor net (Co nductor)  
Co pies o f  
NOW IN STOCK I 
Ruardean. They were very disappointed with 
the decision at Exeter. 
Bath Spa band under Mr. Horler played well 
in Kingswood Park recently. 
teach quickly and thoroughly, we have prepared Celebrated Cor net Solo s  a nd D uets FULL SCORES (or the following pieces :-
The 
Brass Band Primer 
First Instructions for Brass Bands 
WESTERN BOOM. 
---+·---
YORK & NORTH EAST RIDING 
Though news still appears to come in very 
very slowly, I glean bits from here and there 
by various methods. It is a great pity that 
bands are so reluctant to send in news of their 
own activities. 
" L'Africaine" . - . . . 7/· 
" Rigoletto " . - - - . 7/· 
" Moments with Mozart" . 7/· 
"The Joy of Youth" • . - . 7/- . 
These will be the Contest Pieces for 1955. 
We are pleased to annou nce that these Scores are 
produced excellently. As regards clearness and style 
they are equal to p re-war productions. 
The best work obtainable for the first 
efforts of beginners in new bands, or the 
learners in old-established bands. 
Thousands of bands have been started on 
the " Primer " and it is as good and use­
ful to-day as when first published over 
50 years ago. 
I have to thank Mr. Waddington of Selby, 
for information on Selby Band Contest. They 
have a grand entry of 1 1  bands, so another 
good contest is assured for all who attend. 
York Citadel S.A. had the pleasure of a visit -----------------­
from Hull Ice House S.A.Band. This band is now 
Contains : Scales for all brass instru­
ments (with the fingering marked) ; 
Positions marked for Tenor and Bass 
Slide Trombones. 
conducted by Mr. A. Flows, who recently went 
to reside in Hull from York. Mr. Flows and W R I G H T his band put on a fine concert notwithstanding & ROUND 
First Lessons-Sacred Tunes, Quick and 
Slow Marches, Dance Music, etc., all 
arranged for the first attempts of learners 
to play together. 
the setback of having to come with 7 players 34 E k• S L• I 6 short. News about the Northern Command rs 1ne treet, IVerpoo 
Tattoo is that two band concerts are to be given 
on Sundays, July 24th and 3lst. The band will ------------------­
consist of 70 picked musicians from the bands 
No Reed or Drum parts published. 
P rice : 7 /· for set of 18 parts 
Separate parts 5d. each. 
WRIGHT & ROUND, 34 Erskine St., 
LIVERPOOL, 6 
taking part in the Tattoo. The Musical Director 
for the Tattoo is Major Judd of the Royal 
Corps of Signals Band. 
Rowntree's Cocoa Works have recently 
carried out an engagement at Dunnington for 
the local Sports Day. On June 25th they led 
the procession from the Cocoa Works to the 
f,fi11111llllllllllllllllllllll.lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllUlllllllllllllllllllllllllllll� work's sports ground, for the annual sports meeting. I would welcome a line from the 
secretary or B.M. 
µand Teachers, Adjudicators and Soloist1 The Douthwaite Dale Brass Band Association held another Massed Band Concert on Sunday, 
J. A. HUGHES June 19th, at which the guest band was 
BAND TEACHER AND ADJUDICATOR 
Brancepeth Colliery from Co. Durham. I have 
(Ambitious Young Bands a Speciality) 
no further details to hand, but I trust the 
39 BELMONT A VENUE 
secretary will send some c/o the Editor. 
York Railway Institute had a trip to 
RIBBLETON, PRESTON Skegness to carry out an engagement on June 
'Phone Preston 4789. 12th, and were at Bradford on June 19th. A 
ALWYN G LLOYD number of garden fetes have been a
ttended and 
' the Ladies' Section hold theirs on July 2nd. 
�,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,� � � � " THE ARTISTIC SOLOIST" � 
� � � 
�-- � 
� Twenty-five original and characteristic � � solos by W. Rimmer, for any valve � 
� instrument, together with hints on the � � playing of same. � � --- � � ; This book has been adopted by the Bandsman'• � 
� Collece of Music for their Examinations. � � -- � � P rice 2/6 � � �- � � WRIGHT & ROUND � � 34 Erskine Street, Liverpool, 6 � � � �,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,� 
Musical Director This band is now looking forward to its visit ·-------------------... 
Fishponds (Bristol) British Legion Band to the Durham Miners' Gala. 
BAND TEACHER AND ADJUDICATOR A pleasing ceremony took place recently in 
23 PARNALL RD., FISHPONDS, BRISTOL the bandr
oom of New Marske Silver, Mr. G. 
Tel : Bristol 54280 vVindras, now in his 78th year, was the re­cipient of an " Everhot " teapot, two gold 
JOSEPH HOLMES decorated cups and saucers and a pipe. This was 
TROMBONE SOLOIST 
to commemorate his Golden Wedding. He has 
been in the band for 56 years. 
BRASS, MILITARY, AND ORCHESTRA New Marske Boys' Band was formed three 
PRIVATE PUPILS months ago, with the primary purpose of training 
19 BOROUGH A VENUE, PENDLEBURY, the boys as musicians for the New Marske Silver 
NEAR MANCHESTER band. They are making good progress and Mr. 
HARRY HEYES R. M
ellor, who is in charge, hopes they will be 
ready to make their first public appearance at 
CONDUCTOR, BAND TRAINER, AND Christmas. The band is 19 strong, and already 
ADJUDICATOR one boy has been promoted to the Senior band, 
Address: 797 ALUM ROCK ROAD, and it is hoped several more will be capable 
WARD END, BIRMINGHAM, 8. for promotion to the Seniors in a few months. 
Phone Birmingham, East 3219 EX MAR COM. 
"The Trombonist" 
Twenty-five new and original solos 
for Tenor Trombone, with 
instructions on the playing of same 
By W. RIMMER 
A Splendid Book for Home Practice 
Thi• book has been adopted by th• Bandsman'• 
COllec1 of Music tor their Examinations. 
Price Post Free 
WRIGHT & ROUND 34 Erskine Street, Liverpool, 6 
CONTENTS 
My Old Kentucky 
Home 
Hailstorm 
i..a BeUe Americaine 
P retty Jane 
Hypatia 
Merry Go Round 
Birds of P aradise 
Scenes That A re 
Brightest 
Price 
Bravura 
Jack in the Box 
Forest Warblers 
(Duet) 
Wiederkehr 
P laymates (Duet) 
Fleur de Lis 
Two Comrades 
(Duet) 
A rizona Belle 
Post Free 
WRIGHT & ROUND 
34 E rskine Street, Liverpool, 
I MPO R T A N T  N O T I C E 
Messrs. WRIGHT & ROUND desire to 
bring to the notice of all subscribers to 
the LIVERPOOL BRASS & MILITARY 
BAND JOURNAL and TO ALL 
THEIR CUSTOMERS AND FRIENDS 
EVER'tWHERE the fact that AS FROM 
THE FIRST JANUARY 1955 they have 
been admitted to membership of THE 
PERFORMING RIGHT SOCIETY 
LIMITED, and accordingly the PER­
FORMING RIGHT in all the copyright 
works published by them and contained 
in any of their past or future catalogues 
will be VESTED IN AND CON· 
TROLLED BY THE SOCIETY or by its 
affiliated societies in other countries. 
A s  from the FIRST JANUARY 1955 
all copyright musical works published 
by Messrs. WRIGHT A ND ROUND 
may only be perf.rme in public at 
establishments or e .ainments for 
which the LICENCE · t\5 .7<! bliH·y 
has first been obta." 
Notice is hereby given that� from the 
DATE HEREOF all statem., .. u, -ad· 
vertisements or guarantees previously 
given by Messrs. WRIGHT & ROUND 
to the effect that their music is free for 
public performance are HEREBY WITH· 
DRAWN and CANCELLED. 
l st JULY, 1955.  \VRIGHT & ROUND'S BRASiS BAND NEWS 
3 ' 
.IBrass JBand nkws 
· h the " Rudiments " may teach 'him that, if he The accuracy with which this is done by the old ROTHERAMITE writes : " When I wrote to Mr. F. E.  CRUMP, of West Bromwi� never played a note, and he must learn it. But player, and how soon he co.mes to do it, fl.epends 
l st JULY, 1955. 
ACCIDENTALS 
You ·n Ma I m· ed I o Id go to F1" ley Borough Band, writes : " I regret to report t e J h tl ht d J · h b t on 1 y, pro is w u 
d th f Id M notation and music arc not quite the same thing. on
 1ow muc 10ug an ana ys1s e es ows t l\� M k B th h t I Id l stalwart of our band, r. 1 0 see ·�r. ar 00 • so t a cou s
upp Y Heearberto IV;onrri.0s bass trombone player, who Music c. onsists . of the orderly arrangement of his early efforts to read and p ay. you with details of his long brass band ex- � • d t t l th b t means con Passing along from thirds, the player should · b f I d t th f 64 He 1·oined the soun s ,  no a 10n 1s on y e es -perience. I am very sorry to say that e ore pass
d
e . aw
19
a
1
y
8 
a 
d 
e age 0 · keen bandsman ceived so far to make a visible record of the be trained to recognise fourths and fifths, and to could make the 3·ourney to Filey for interviewing ban in an was a very · · ·t h d d t
. 
f · d recognise the different kinds of them. His He helped many band.s l·n the district 
when p1 c es an ura 10ns o vanous soun s. him, he passed away on the 2 l st April. Last attention should be concentrated on the interval --- May, just twelve months ago, he played Bb bass required . He was laid to rest at Uplands As music consists of sounds, it is essential, no from F to B which is larger than any of those 
b t f F·1 s·1 B 11 V H C t H d th on May I9th Messrs. matter what else has been learned, to learn to T s instrument player cannot e oo or 1 ey i ver at e e ue contest. e was a eme ery, an swor • 
· between the other fourths. Test them, compare 
t� about keeping both his mouth and his grand old timer and was always punctual for band C. Powers, J .  Roberts, J · vVoodh
all and myself recognise sound by ear, and for each player to them. That evidently cannot be done until the 
i����c�� t clean and sweet. If the body is out of rehearsals right up to the last. He retired from represented the band at the funeral."  imag;.ne a sound for e�cr�h
n�tc h� sees
. Scale player knows that F to B covers three full tone 
d then the breath becomes hot and thick, and the band last summer. The funeral took place 
+ + + pra\�cc t
1� a m.�ansf 
0 
T 
� ;n 'th 'tJiY . s�ale steps, and the other fourths two aia.d a half tones. or e�. are the result. Every day, doctors, with at Trinity Methodist Church, Filey, on Saturday, Mr. KIRBY, Sec. Newmarket Colliery Jm;ior erac ICC � pupi lS ami tanse WI e m er- But if he kriows that by eye, it is oT no u&e unless 
C
so
x
r
t
e
cnde
s
d knowledge, are ins. isting more and more April 23rd. He was aged 78." Band, writes : " Newmarket Colliery Jumors , 
als, or distances, separating the notes from he proceeds to know them by ea'r. 
f 1 th 0 tl I f 20 layers each other, and also with the mental effect of s· . 1 1 th · d · 1 t be on the importance o wepmg e m u 1 c ean. + + + now have a membership o over P . ' notes in various combinations. 1m1 ar y e maior an 1Illnor sea es mus . " Tooth drill " should be regular with the player and they hope to be able to cor:ipete at Jumor . . . learned, so that the eye recogmses them by their 
Of brass l·nstruments. Most of the decaye.d teeth T
AFFY writes ; " Colwyn Town Band have Section Contests soon. The Semor band have a ; 
Seal� practice. is a means ?Y wh�ch he can cor- . construction. But that is only a start. That 1 l Settled down Very Well Wl.th their new conductor t rect misconceptions. The ' Rudiments " have . . . Whl.ch cause stomach trou.bl.e, and u timate Y ' busy season ahead, and are making . grea h th 1 1 . th . d f recogmtion must also be acqmred by the ear. l t t d Mr John T Conway who until they di�banded T F Atk on s own e sea es on y in elf or er o con- Th · h. · · h 1 compel a player to give up us ms rumen ' are .ue . . , , , strides under the tuition of Mr. . • . ms �ecutive steps, and the first ear training is to "ff tere isdsomdetbmg lmystenous mtthiedmbenlta to neglect. \Vitness the close scrutmy which was M.D. of Rhyl St John Ambulance Band, of Bradford . Engagements include Rochdale, 1 t . t 1 1 . h d " cc pro uce y p acmg mmor r e ow . . d t rs give to the recruits' teeth and and he won many pnzes with them. They have Rotherham, Durham, Wakefield, Leeds, Ponte· �earn o m on� a sea e correct y in t at or er. instead of over a major third. The major scale recnutmg oc 
:actions required The d�ctor been without a permanent conductor for over fract, Bradford and Castleford." 
1fhe �rst task imposed on the ea.r is to recogmse has several minor thirds, but they do not make 
���s ����n��cipate the recruit .;ill need to bite si
ix years
]
, si
b
nce Mr. A
b
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'een the tone mterval and the th.e same mental effect as the minor third of the b t he knows that defective teeth t will a so e remem ere a . oo or 
+ + + � . . . mmor mode. !:f1 ���:
y
�il:ents. Keep your mouth and teeth was U1e . Treasu1 
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w�ich Mr. E. PINDER, bandmaster of Bridlington 11 Merely mechamcal practice · IS worthless- Take the young player over this. Let him 
J l and you will preserve the latter position is now le Y r. onway. cy ave Excelsior Silver, having completed 50 years {vorse than worthless. From the very begmmng realise that, although we may not b11 able to ���a:d r=�� ��r��g for your work. If you feel the given seve.ral concerts during the winter at the work with Brass Bands, is to retire. He led the the player must try to 1magme the so.und of the give him reasons, it is an undoubted fact that, 
breath heated and your tongue coated, take a �ocal hospitals of Denb1gh and Abergele
: This band to success at the May Belle Vue Festival, next. step. befor� he attempts to play it.. . in some mysterious way, the displacing of the 
course of cleansing medicine. Keep your instru- IS a new feature for them and the boys like the when they won the Primary Cup Section. Mr. His mmd will operate somethmg like . this. thirds has an actual effect on the expression of 
ment clean inside ; do not risk inhaling the iS
dea
d
. A succe
h
ssfulp�oncpert �"1 ·
as g1v
C
en
l 
on Ea
B
ster Pinder, who is 59 years old, commenced pl.aymg Whilst playm&" C he will tlunk be�ore playmg D other notes. Let him play up slowly C D E F G 
dan erous germs which multiply so rapidly in a un ay at t e ier avi IOn, 0 wyn. ay, at the age of 9. His father, Mr. J · W. 
Pmder, that the step IS a tone, and he will m;a!?me the and backwards and listen keenly to the effect they 
filth� instrument. If you neglect such precau- supported by the popular Teno_.r Vocalist Mr. who is 80 years old, played in the old N.E. �ound of it. Before attemptmg E .he WJ!l 1magmc produce on the mind. Then C D Eb F G and . 
this ou arc pretty sure to regret it John Stoddard. The band have .1ust completed Railway band, and still attends the rehearsals oJ an.other �o�e step .. before prpcccdmg to F he �ill back. Only one note is altered, the minor third bons : • Y four Sunday Church Parades at Rhyl, for the the Excelsior band. thmk this is a semi-tone step, and he w1ll imagme is now lowest, the others are all the same notes, some ay. East Midland Division N.C.B. St. John Am- + + + l,t. . . but somehow they have acquired a different • • • bulance Cadets. They commenced the summer ; . If the player learns to 1magme cor7ectly, he expression. 
A word to the man,y bandsmen who are engagements fo� the Corporation on Whit- Mr. H. GREY, C
.B.A., of Weymouth, will )Vil! prod.nee the notes correctly as his control When the young player has become familiar 
working at the .. Method." Do not work at it Saturday, and give 5 concerts a week', , at Old be moving to Bournemouth shortly to organ
ize ?vcr the mstrument. develops. Tram the ear, the by ear with the scales in their various intervals 
haphazardly. Do not jump from the first sustained Colwyn, Colwyn Bay and Rhos-on-Se
a. a new Bournemouth band. He has taken over �ind, ap.d these will tram the . fing�rs and the he will become sensitive to any error, and in-
melodies to the big cadenzas, etc., at the end. Go 
+ + + the instruments and music library of the late lips to get what they want. Supposmg a player stinctively he will correct it by means of the 
through it systematically, and d.o n<?t leave one BURY ANNUAL BRASS BAND CONTEST. Bascombe Silver Band and will welcome 
any plays. G C both ope.n notes. If the ear demands a l�ps ; or if the error be beyond the limit of the 
exercise until you have mastered 1t fairly. Do not Mr. TWEEDY, Contest Secretary writes : " We capable players who wish to join. They are certam relationship between these, the bps l;ips to, c.orrect, he will use other means, such as 
try to play them at a qutck pace for a. while. are pleased to report that we held our A.G.M. invited to get in touch with him at once at the (when they are strengthened b)'.' use) ;;ill co- :).djusting the pitch by a slide, or by change of 
vVork them up at a slow pace-a pace which :you recently, and once again our Annual event Temperance Hall, Haviland Road, Boscombe, qiperatc to produce what the mmd .desires . · 
to Angering. He will become self-confident, if he 
can keep up without halting from start t� fims�. proved to be a success, due to �he solid te�m- any Wednesday evening. Remunerative engage- hear. T'.1e ob3ect 0� scale practice. IS to bung feels that after all the trained ear is the final 
never mind how slow that may be. Velocity will work of the Management Committee, the Arns- ments have already been booked
. about this co-operatwn between mmd and lips arbiter of what is correct in music. 
come with mastery. \Vhen you have one fairly worth Band on the day, and as usual, the corn-
+ + + particularly . .  The young player si:ould be made ' \Ve hope that every teacher will help us to 
going, take up the next one-not the next but plete co-operation of the contesting bands. Mr. R. J .  T. KNIPE, Manager of Revo \Vorks to und.erstand that on a brass mstrument no impress cin the young that the purpose of scale 
one, or any other you fancy. Do not P,ass any- Donations have been made to the St. John Band, writes : " When Revo Works Band soun� IS abs.olutel:y fixed. The sounds ar� fixed practice is to train the ear and mind ; that 
thing because you don't care for it. That 1s a good Ambulance Brigade, Bury Division, and to the reported a promising list of engagements withm certam limits on�y ; they can deviate in learning the fingering of a scale is a very small 
reason for sticking to it. Remember that ex- Ainsworth Band. Mr. F. Kay and Mr. E. G. for the season, they little thought the demands pitch up or down a little: and . therefore the part of the lesson, .<J.nd that to go no further than 
ercises are not always good music, but they Tweedy were once again elected as Chairman for their services would be so great. It has not player must produce the nght pitch. · He will the fingering is to become a dead failure as a 
embody the training without which yo.u cannot and Contest Manager respectively . . New faces been possible to accept many offered, so they quic
kly feel that the tension of the lips raises a performer. 1 
+ . 
LEICESTER NOTES 
make good music. Get the exercises gomg fairly are among the Management Committee which have been passed on to other bands. Team spirit sound, that the relaxation of the lips lowers 
well, and after a time turn back and go over is always a good sign, and of course a few of the amongst the bandsmen is very high, and all a sound, and the will to produce a certain pitch 
them again at a quicker, but still regular, pace. old hands remain to guide. The policy for 1955 engagements are being treated alike . Letters of will quickly enlist the necessary assistance from 
Whatever you do, remember that to be master is being dealt with, and we anticipate full appreciation have been received . from the the lips. 
of one exercise is better value than to stumble details being available for the next issue of the Matron, Welfare Officer, the Medical Super- ;I In fact, with usage, the co-operation of the lips Our local bands are riow fulfilling their parks over many. B.B.N. Mr. Herbert Sutcliffe of Barrow-in- intendent and patients of the Prestwood S�na- becomes instinctive. They do what is required of engagements, though again they are few in Furness has been appointed as Adjudicator for torium in reference to the recent concert given them without any conscious effort on the part of number. One wonders why local people do not • • " this year. The venue will be the same as last gratis at the Annual Garden Fete, an engagement the player. If the ear hears a bad note, the protest at the way the Parks Committee cater We would like to say a word once more to year. Since our meeting, Mr. Frank Kay, which the band always look forward to. At the message is conveyed instantly to the lips, and for music for the people. Surely a very small secretaries on a matter which is perhaps more who we regret to say has had a long and pro- East Birmingham Clu? they had a.nother great they effect the necessary correction quite as rate would .produce sufficient finance ·to place a important to them ti:an to us . . It wou�d greatly tracted illness amongst other things, has felt ovation, and the playing resulted m very high quickly. l;iand in different parks several evenings each facilitate our work if at all times, with every that he cannot give his full attention to the praise in a recent report in ' The Club Herald. ' 1 How this is done we do not know, but we do week throughout the season. I notice a report order a full list of the parts required could be movement at present, and has felt compelled The deportment and playing of the band on the know that the brain co�ordinates the various in the " Leicester Mercury " that it is sixty given'. Please do not order music for " a  small to resign. This is indeed a sad blow, for Frank occasions of Civic Sunday engagements have all muscles of the body, and causes them to work years (June 2nd, 1895) since the first Sunday band " " a full band " or " a military band,"  as is a life-long bandsman of the highest order, been well reported on. They. have been engaged together to atta.in the desired end. Consider the band performance was given in the Abbey these' may be constituted in many different having served with many top class bands. He to play at many sports mcetmgs as well as con- �ye and the hand. Write out a sentence in your .f'ark, Leicester. To quote : " There must have ways, there are very few bands constituted alike, has been connected with our contest since it certs. It was necessa!y to make a couple . of brdinary handwriting. Then close your eyes been a sharp division of opinion within the even the accepted contesting band instrumenta- was founded, and has been one of our le�ding changes at the begmnmg of the season, which and re-write it. Obviously the eye co-operated Town Council then on the question of Sunday tion has often one or two parts doubled for lights. We feel that many of his old fnends have und?ubtedly met with success. . When kith the hand, though we did not feel any effort music in a public park. The programme con­everyday playing. That's where they keep their apart from the Bur),' officials, will read th.is with Musical Director, Mr. Harry Heyes, is not �o that end, and the withdrawal of the aid of the sisted almost entirely of sacred music. Music reserves. So, in future, please try to make your regret, and with a smcere hope that he will soon availab�e, Mr. Albert Harvey, bandmaste7, �ye has -affected the work of the hand. to elevate, to ennoble and inspire. Not less order as clear and as precise as possible. You be restored to full health, so that he may be abl:y .wields the baton . . Although new to. this i Sing a note ; then sing a higher note. The than 4,000 visitors were around the bandstand can always find the price of anything in our able to return to the movement of which he is position he has been with the band for . some moment you decide to sound them they come, in the afternoon. The crowd behaved with lists which we distribute annually. Some so fond. Best wishes, Frank. Alderman Arthur years as soprano player. He has proved himself �· igher or lower as you desire. How does it �xcellent decorum, and excellent order was . secr�taries are models of precision but some, 'Dawson has been appointed as Chairman. This very popula� m his new capacity bemg whole . appen ? All we know is that there are instru- maintained. " vVhat a difference nowadays. unfortunately, are not. gentleman is a very experienced chairman, hearted in his efforts, and the ,players respo.nd ents in the throat called the vocal chords, and Concerts badly advertised, crowds of youngsters being chairman of different bodies for many ·well to hun. Mr. Harry Heyes s successes with ' �hat these contract or relax according to whether milling around, and few people appear to be years. Perhaps his most distinguished position Park and Dar�, an� Wood End were received a high or low sound is desired . Anyone can get taking interest in the playing. In my own is chairman of the Watch Committee in the with great satisfaction by Revo players. T he higher or lower sounds at will . But, if your mind ©pinion, if more concerts were provided, I am town of Bury, of which he was Mayor in 1953. other change was when Mr. Arthur. Corbett, the is trained to recognise the relationship of musical 4ure a more appreciative atmosphere would be The date of the contest this year is Saturday, bass player, took over. the position of band sounds, you can sing G C and get exactly what developed, both by adults and young alike. CONCORDS & DISCORDS Sth October. The contest piece will be from secretary to help out �ith the many duties that you desire. If your· conception of the interval G Quite a spate of contesting has been taking . . the 1955 journal of Messrs. Wright & Round. "  have to b:. performed .m Brass Banding. He is C is fa.ulty, you will get just what you conceive. mlace lately. Our bands have been competing in Mr. A. BRIDGE, Publici.ty Officer 0�.;vmds�r + + + hard working and his e_fforts on behalf of the The vocal chords are tightened or slackened by dictette, quartette and solo contests in at least Inst. Band, writes ; " It IS most �ra 1 ymg 0 NORTH WESTERN AREA COMMITTEE. band are appreciated. fo date, the b.and have muscles, just as the lips are in playing a brass three music festivals. At Cheltenham, Imperial report that the Massed Band Chanty Concert, F 11 ·ng a deci ·0n to form a "  Daily Herald " f�lfilled foun;�en engagements and still have 1nstrument. You tell the player to tighten his gained l st in the solo (Miss Betty Anderson) ,  and held recently at the Salford Royal Hippodrome, 0 owi SI · nine to fulfil. 11'ps-but you would not tell a s1·nger to t1.ghten · Salford, was a great success. The three bands North Western Area Committee as a body 2nd m the q'uartette. At Nuneaton festival, 
t ki t W
. 
d I ti"tute Prestwich Boro' separate from the North Western Area Brass + his vocal chords. You would say, " Sound them Leicester Special Constabulary won the Octette, a ng par • m sor ns ' B A · t· th f 11 · h b th G C " d tl d . t t f th l · "th I · l 2 d At th' f t· l a!ld Gravel Lane, assisted by the Salford Ladies' an�s ssoc1a ion, e o o�mg . ave ee� SCALE P RACTI CE us- , an e a J US men o e voca )Vi mpcna n . is es iva Miss 
Choir, gave such a good performance that the appomted to the newly forme� D�1ly H�rald }hords would be made according to the capacity Betty Anderson again won the solo contest with 
Salford City Council have engaged the bands North We�tern Area Committee .-Cha1rma�, . . . �f the pupil to comprehend the relationship of the A. J .  Anderson (Special Constabulary) 2nd. 
and choir for a similar concert, to take place 1Mr. J . Whittle (Atherton) ; Secretary, Mr. � .  There is a very common. impress10n among two sounds. In case of singer or player, train the And then at the Matlock festival young Peter 
in Buile Hill Park, Salford, on Sunday, 24th Gaskell (Wigan) ; Treasurer, Mr. N. R. Petne young P.layers that the practice of .scales consists ,J:nind through the ear, and the muscles of the Smith of Snibstonc won the lst in the Senior 
July. The band are now rehearsing for the ( Barton Hall Works B�nd) ; M�. H. Horrocks, •
of learning the fin?ermg of th: different scales. pody will co-operate to reproduce the sounds Solo contest and 3rd in the Juniors. Well 
forthcoming season and played in Heaton Mus.Bae. (County Music Orga.m��r for Lanca- It is a dangerous idea, an<l 1 the player goes �vhich are conceived in the mind. In course of done, Peter ! Your best so far, and I sincerely 
p k M n hcster on Sunday, 19th June." shire) ; Mr . . R. L. Bentley (D1V1sIOnal Welfare long without a better idea to work on, he will usage the ear and the lips will co-operate as �ope there is more to come. ar • a c ' Officer, Nat10nal Coal Board) ; Mr. J . R. come . to . n?ught as a player. Learning the �crfectly as the car and the vocal chords, or · Leicester Special Constabulary played at the + + + ·cannon (Bolton) ; Mr. F. C. Ingham (Warring- fin?enng is mcluded, b1:1t it IS the least �ask, and the eye and the hand. There is no musical <:::ounty Show, Enderby, with Mr. C. Anderson 
ton Silver Band) ; Mr. F. G. Ambrose (Prescot of itself does not constitute scale. practice at all. �raining possible except through. the , ear. in charge. 
Mr. J .  HIGGINBOTTOM, Musical Director iCable Works Band) ; Mr. D. Mackey (Whaley One can sit do.wn without a.n mstrument and '! Now Jet us get on to the menlal training ' Flcckney are having a fairly busy time of Kearsley Silver., writes : " At the Rhyl .Band Bridge Public Band) ; Mr. A. W. Prosser , learn .the fingermg, and that is the. be.st way to lwithout which scale practice is of no value. attendmg fetes, etc . ,  and they seem to be getting Contest, held on Saturday, May 7th, the biggest (Freckleton Subscription Band) ; Mr. J .  T. learn it. 1t is a mistake to tire out the bp muscles ] Following recognition of tones and semi- pack to something approaching their pre-war surprise of the day was provided by Kearsley Hesketh (Chairman, North Wales Brass Band of a young player, they are naturally weak and tones, proceed to identify the two kinds of thirds, �tandard. Mr. Badcock is taking great pains Silver. Playing against a. list of 1 3  entries, they Association) ; Mr. I. Jarvis (General Secretary, · easil)'.' tired, over. such a mechanical task as !major and minor thirds. Give the pupil a scale in r.vith them and I hope they rally to his teaching. gave a really grand performance, gaining 3rd North Wales Brass Band Association) .  learnmg.the fingering of a scale. He  can do  that jthirds, thus (the " Complete Method " has lots . I have had little news from the Melton area prize to Haigh l st and Golbourne 2nd, on It will be of particular interest to our readers whilst !us hp is restmg between spells of musical 1of such scale exer:cises) : C E, D F, E G, F A, �or some time. They were making great plans, ' Dawn of Spring ' (Selection) .  A great amount generally to know that the Earl of Derby has work. . . . 'G B, A C, B D, and finish on C. and I would hke some news as to their activities. of credit is due to the younger members of the agreed to become President of the above North Let him have the scale notat10n before him, j Now .the player must be induced �? analyse t�1is I am sure all the colliery bands in Leicester-band, 14  players were under the age of 16  ye�rs, Western Area Committee. and let hu:i name the notes as the scale proceeds, '5omethmg as follows, as he plays : C E 1s maior shire have had a great disappointment, by the and of these, 1 1  have only been playmg + + + remembering to mentwn the fiats or sharps as !third ; to D is a tone descent D F is a minor cancelling of the contest at Coleorton. This their instruments twelve months. All these DOUBLE PIANO writes : .. Brinsley Silver they occur m the k�y signature. Say A-fiat, B- 1th
.
ird ; to E is. a semi-tone descent E G. is a minor ·event, which arouses great rivalry, was recently voungsters are guaranteed by their parents for fiat, c . . D-fiat, etc. , m the �cale of A-fiat. At lhe th1fd ;  to F is a tone descent F A 1s a maior postponed owing to the rail stri·ke, and was 1 ) 1 k Musical Director, Mr. J .  H. Shelton, recently t l t l l h tl fi th 3-year contracts • (at least. , so we can <?o paraded the Langley Mill District in aid of the same nne e um p ace is iree ngers on c ; third ; descend a tone to .G. G .B is a i;i1ajor third, :cancelled abruptly, just before the date June forward to yet more mterestmg contests durmg Old Age Pensioners. The weather was a mixture table a:id show the .fingenng as he names the descend a tone to A. A C  is a mmor third, descend 18th. I have no information why this has been the next two or three years." of  hail, rain and sunshine. The playing and notes
. fhen .when 1�1s .11p muscles are res�ed, he a semi-tone to B. B D is a minor third ; descend a found necessary, and I hope it may be possible + + + deportment of the band were very smart. On can go over it on his mstrument. But, if he. is tone to C. " We have quoted C scale, but the ;to re-arrange it later iri the season. All these not master of the. finge�mg, deier further practice method should be applied t.o .the other sea. les. bands must have been rehearsed and qu1·te Whit-Monday the band were engaged at Huth- f th t l t l l d tl f Scribe of Horden writes : " May I through waite for the Annual Sunday School Demon- 0 . .  a sea e un i 1C 15' an spare le po,�er 0 A g<?od ,Plan to get the. pup!-! mto the habit . of :ready for it, so they must all have been very 
the medium of your paper convey the thanks of stration with three other local district bands. hi.s hps for work which only they can do
. fhere cons1denng whether he is gomg to play a ma3or disappointed. 
the Secretary, Bandmaster and Committee of The weather this time was ideal."  will come a time when scales can be used as or a minor thi�d, whether he is going .to move by . I expect the Leicestershire Brass Band 
the Horden Colliery Band to all those who sent + + + exercises . for the hps'. tongue, and fingers m a tone or semi-tone step, is to get him to wnte Association will soon be arranging a contest. 
letters of congratulations and good wishes on combmat10n, but the. lips need to be saved from out sharps or fiats in the Key signature. Thereby Since Mr. R. Warren took over the secretary's 
the band's recent success in the ' Daily Herald
, GORTON SILVER won the local prize at hard work until the1r muscles become strong. he will get into the habit of analysing whilst duties things have moved, so I hope they will Millbrook March Contest, on Whit-Friday, The true purpose of scale practice 1s l · . Northern Area contest at Newcastle. The band P aying. keep it up. 
is eagerly looking forward to their visit to the JuneJ
3rd. 
1
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n during the last few years EAR TRAIXING, " .But, " the expert player may say, " I  do not · SEMPER EADEM 
H ll d h t · on are, an. • ' Clayton Aniline Contest and unless the player practises them with that analyse music like that when I play." Not con-Royal Albert a • an ope 0 improve 2nd prize · May 29th 1 953 Hyde B.L. Contest · · 1 · · · · l l A ·t th· d their last visit in 1952, when they were placed local pri�e . Sept ' 26th ' 1 953 Altrincha� purpose mamiy and a ways in mmd, he is m1ssmg sc10us y, per 1aps. .s we wn e 1s we o not . --========--=--==== .... === .. 2 F · � · t• vV k b d The l ers • · • • the chief object. analyse the formation of every letter, the nd to airy - via wn or s an · pli 
ay 
f Borough Contest, local prize ; Nov. 29th, 1953, Quality, purity, and equality of tone must spelling of every word. But it was by that pro- STI L L  T H E  BEST T UT O R  are attending well and have a good st ° Clayton Aniline Contest, 2nd prize ; June 14th, d · engagements for . the season, and I. understand 1954 ' Whit-Friday ' ,  Stalybridge, local prize ,· always be sought for. The ear must be trained cess we learne to wnte and to spell. With usage h t t b d t n the near to know what is good in these directions and the we do so much sub-consciously that we are apt t ey a,�e expec mg 0 roa cas i Millbreok, local prize ; Feb. 6th, 1 955, Clayton player's judgment must always be directed to to overlook the fact that, unless we willed to do future. Aniline Contest, 2nd prize. these considerations. The teacher, too, must this or that, it would not be done. With usage we D + + + + + + always bear these in his mind when play- take music in the bulk, as we take words and JHE COMPLETE MEJHO 
WANSBECK writes : " Pegswood Colliery ing an illustration for his pupil, for the sentences in writing. We play by groups of 
have been very busy lately. On Saturday, young are naturally imitative ; his teacher sounds as we write by words ; we do not spell 
June 4th, they played at the Morpeth Garden is naturally the hero of a young lad, words by single letters when we have had much 
Fete, and on Sunday, June 5th, gave two. and he will very likely form his own idea of practice ; but we did, �ll of us, when we started 
programmes in Elswick Park, Newcastle, when. quality on the quality produced by his master. to write. Young players must do the same. As 
they had a very appreciative audience. On June This is an important matter, deserving examina- they d�velop they will still analyse, though they 
l lth, they were engaged at the Northumber- tion at greater length, but for the present we may not be conscious of it . 
FOR VALVE I NSTRUME NTS 
Mr. R. H. Jones, Secretary of Tonyrefail 
Boys' Band, writes : " Pleased to say all is well 
with the band. During 1954 we had a turnover 
of £463 15s. ld . ,  and we have a balance in hand 
of £195 l s. 8d. The band continue to make 
pw•ress and won many prizes during 1954, .i. "e hope to in prove upon this year." rcro, 
'
\
atter,� + + the f .? Mr.'\t r .  BRAITHWAITE writes : " On 
Su."h ay, May l st, 1955. I had the honour and 
1lr;.ivilege of adjudicating the March Contest 
held in the City Hall, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, 
promoted by the Northumberland Brass Band 
League on the occasion of the Labour Party 
May Day Rally. I listened to some very good 
march playing and would like to express my 
thanks to Mr. J .  Ord and Mr. D.  Turnbull and 
their committee for their esteemed favours and 
attention to my comfort." 
For Cornet, Horn, Euphonium, 
Baritone and Bombardon 
Containin1 64 page• of Complete Scales, Exercises and 
Stud ies by the following celebrated Te1chers, Composers 
and Artistes :-Joh n  Hartmann, W. Rimmer, A. Owen, 
F. Durham, G. F. Birkenshaw, W. Paris Chambers, J. S, 
Cox, F. Bran1e, W. Weide, and T. H. Roll inson. 
Includes an exhaustive table of all the &rices which 
occur i n  the works of the Great Masters, with the 
read inc of same as exemplified by cele brated artistes, 
P RI CE 8/6 POST F REE 
land Miners' Gala and also competed at the will pass on to what is generally understood by Let us illustrate the facl that analysis is always 
Contest when they were awarded 2nd Prize. the term " ear-training, " viz. ,  training the ear to performed, though not in so formal a way as we 
The band had a great reception in the village recognise the correct relationship of each note recommend to beginners. Take a well-kuown 
when playing their banner back from the Gala. to every other note of the scale ; to train the melody, say " Sun of my soul ."  It is in the 
They should have played in the Welfare Park brain to converl into sounds the notation seen Major Mode, say G. We let the notes stand 
on June 12th, but were rained off. They were by the eye. That is the real purpose of scale where they are, but we change the key signature 
on parade on Saturday, 18th, for the local practice but unless an effort be made in that to B-fiat, and sharpen the F accidentally. No 
Children's Gala and Fancy Dress Parade, and direction scale practice confers no benefit on trained singer would fail to make the necessary 
the next day gave two performances at Carlisle the practiser. change in intervals at first sight, though the notes 
Park, Morpeth. They lose one of their cornet ll is absolutely necessary for the player to remained on the same lines and spaces-proof 
players to the forces next month, when Mr. N. understand the notation and to know that the mind analyses intervals, distinguishes & ROUND 34 E k" S LIVERPOOL 6 Armstrong joins the band of the Cameronians the relationship of the notes to each other by major and minor thirds, etc., just as easily, and WRIGHT , rs me t., (Scottish Rifles) .  Rehearsals are well attended sight. Unless he knows by sight, how can he aim with as little conscious effort, as it distin-
and good progress is being made. ' '  to reproduce the notation in sounds ? Study of guishes one word from another at a glance. 
4 WRIGHT & ROUN D'S BRASS BAN D NEWS 
CONTEST RESULTS 
" DAILY HERALD " AREA BRASS 
BAND CHAMPIONSHIPS 
RES ULTS .  
NORTHERN AREA, May 14th, at Gos­
forth, Newcastle. Championship section : lst, 
Easington Public (C. Peacock) ; 2nd, Horden 
Colliery (W. Lowes) ; 3rd, Crookhall Colliery 
(] .  J .  Stobbs) ; 4th, Wallsend Shipyard (G. 
Lee ) .  Second section : l st, Bedlington Dr. 
Pit (J . Carr) ; 2nd, Craghead Colliery (E. 
Cunningham) ; 3rd, Silksworth Colliery (J .  
Peacock) ; 4th, Durham Shakespeare (R. 
Clark) .  Adjudicator, both sections, Mr. Frank 
Wright. 
WEST OF ENGLAND AREA, May 14th, 
at Exeter. Championship section : lst, Fa�­
mouth Town (A. G. Richards) ; 2nd, St. De_
nms 
Silver (J . Harrison) ; 3rd, Fishponds Bnhsh 
Legion (A. G. Lloyd) ; 4th, Kin_
gswood Evangel 
(W . S. Smith) .  Second sect10n :  l st, Ald­
bourne Silver (J . G. Alder) ; 2nd, Dr)'.'brook & 
District (J . C. Welsh) ; 3rd, Bo_
dmm 
_
Town 
(W. D. Lawton) ; 4th, Swindon British Ra1l�ays 
Staff Association (L. Harding).  Third sect10n :  
l st Pillowell Silver (K.  Andrew) ; 2nd, St. 
Ag;es Town Silver (F. E.  Moore) ; 3rd, Bideford 
Town (A. R. Bryant) ; 4th, Bath Spa lmpenal 
(W. Horler) .  Fourth section : lst, Burnham­
on-Sea & Highbridge Town (S. F. Evans) ; 
2nd, Launceston Municipal (R. T. K. \Vatter) ; 
3rd, Newton Abbot Town (W. Oliver) ; 4th, 
Yeovil Workmen's Silver (A. Osbourne) .  Ad­
iudicator, all four sections, Dr. Harold C. 
Hind. 
WELSH AREA, May 14th, at Porthcawl. 
Championship section : l st, Pare & Dare 
Workmen's (Harry Heyes) ; 2nd, Melingrif!ith 
Works (T. J .  Powell) ; 3rd, Cory _
Workmen's 
Silver (E. S. Brown) ; 4th, Mid-Rhondda 
Workmen's (F. Prior) .  Third section : l st, 
Pontardulais Town (C. Ward) ; 2nd, Tonyre­
fail Boys (Tom Jones) ; 3rd, Ystalyfera Public 
(L. Williams) ; 4th, Briton Ferry Town (A. 
Casey) . Adjudicator, both sections, Mr. Harold 
Moss. 
BELLE VUE SPRING FESTIVAL -
Grand Shield : 1, Markham Main Colliery (E. 
Griffiths) ; 2, Marston Valley (G. Crossland) ; 
3, Appleby-Frodingham Works (W. H. Kendall) ;  
4 ,  Hawick Saxhorn ( J .  Amos) .  Semor Cup : 1 ,  
Agnes St. Temperance (Belfast) (E. Ruddock) ; 
2, Barton Town {G. J .  Benson) ; 3, l .C. I .  
(Alkali) ,  Northwich (G. P. Blears) ; 4, Cheetham 
Hill Public (F. Bonelli) .  Senior Trophy : 1 ,  
Houghton Main Colliery (W. Moore) ; 2, Dod­
worth Miners Welfare (S. O'Connor) ; 3, 
Tyldesley Prize (F. Martland)
_
; 4, . Thorne 
Colliery (J . T .  Atherton) .  Jumor Shield : 1 ,  
Dinnington Colliery (J . Armstrong) ; 2, . Peak 
Dale Public (R. G. L. Hallam) ; 3, Lmcoln 
Imperial (D. Parr) ; 4, Wood End W.M.C. 
(H. Heyes) .  Junior Cup : 1, Langwith M1_ners 
(G. Thorpe) ; 2, Blidworth Colliery (R. English) ;  
3 ,  Peterborough City (P. G. Barnett) ; 4, 
Preston Town (T. Mitchell) .  Junior Trophy : l ,  
Cottingham Silver (A. G .  Stephenson ) ; 2, 
Nostell Colliery (E. Slinger) ; 3, Redgate Boys 
{L. Murphy); 4, Horbury Victoria (!J. Harrison) . 
Primary Cup : 1 ,  Bndlmgton Excels10r (E. 
Pinder) ; 2, Poulton-le-Fylde (H. D . West) ; 
3, Stockport Borough Police (C. W. Holt) ; 4, 
St. Helens Parish C.A. (A. Sherwood) .  The 
adjudicators were : Grand Shield, Harry 
Mortimer ; Senior Cup, Geo. Hespe ; Semor 
Trophy, Harold Moss ; Junior Shield, E�ic 
Ball ; Junior Cup, Wm. Scholes ; Jumor 
Trophy, E .  C. Buttress ; Primary Cnp, Alfred 
Ashpole. 
Holme Valley Contest : Selection : lst prize, 
Slaithwaite ; 2nd, Holme ; 3rd, Hade Edge. 
March : lst, Slaithwaite ; 2nd, Hinchliffe Mill. 
Adjudicator, Mr. J .  Faulds. 
Rhyl contest, May 7th. Class B : l st, City of 
Leicester Special Constabulary ; 2nd, Pnnce 
Smith & Stells ; 3rd, Llay Welfare. Class C : 
l st, John Thompson's Works; 2nd, Hoyland 
Town ; 3rd, North Ashton Silver. Class D 
(" Dawn of Spring " )  : lst, Haigh Silver ; 2nd, 
Golborne Public ; 3rd, Kearsley Silver. 
Adjudicators : Class A & B, Mr. H. Mortimer. 
Class C, Mr. F. Wilks. 
CHELTENHAM, May 2lst : Junior Slow 
Melody, Ist, Jennifer Watts (Lydbrook) ; 2nd, 
Peter Hartley (Berry Hill) ; 3rd, John Rees 
(Cheltenham) .  Open Slow Melody, lst, Betty 
Anderson (Leicester) ; 2nd, C. Edmunds (Ox­
ford) ; 3rd, Brian Clarke (Leicester) .  Quartette 
4th Grade Bands, l st, Marshfield B.  Quartette, 
Open, lst, Lydbrook Silver A. Air Varie, lst, 
C. Edmunds (Oxford) ; 2nd, G. Davies (Ox­
ford) .  
STALYBRIDGE, Whit-Friday March Con­
test. l st, Markham Main ; 2nd, Creswell 
Colliery ; 3rd, Oldham Silver. Local prize and 
specials, Slaithwaite. 
DELPH, Whit-Friday March Contest. l st, 
Brighouse & Rastrick ; 2nd, Black Dyke ; 3rd, 
Creswell ; 4th, Lindley. Local, l st, Oldham 
Silver ; 2nd, Delph. 
RADCLIFFE MARCH CONTEST, Whit­
Friday, June 3rd : l st, Kearsley Public ; 2nd, 
Prestwich Borough ; 3rd, Darwin & Hoddlesden . 
Deportment Prize, Stocksbridge Works. Adjudi­
·cator, Mr. J .  Hughes, Preston. 
MIDDLETON (Manchester) ,  Whit-Friday 
March Contest, held by Middleton Borough 
Band at the Drill Hall, Middleton. l st Prize, 
Edge ' Hill B.R. (W. H. Yates) ; 2nd Prize, 
Goodshaw Ban<l (F. L. Garth) ; 3rd Pnze, 
Farnworth Old (W. Hurst) ; 4th Prize, Ley­
land Motors (H. Moss) .  Adjudicator, Lieut. 
J olm Fletcher (Halifax) . 
SOUTH WEST LANCASHIRE 
Most bands in this area have been busy during 
the past month with Walking Days' engage­
ments. Whit-Monday at Wigan was again the 
scene of many processions and many bands. 
Conspicuous by their absence were Wigan 
Boys' Club and Standish. I was particularly 
pleased with the playing of Haigh Brass, also 
the Wigan British Legion who I feel sure could 
do well on the contest platform. What about 
it, Mr. Morgan ? 
Crooke Miners Welfare have had one or two 
local engagements, and I hear they gave a good 
account of themselves when they appeared at 
Blackpool, with Bickershaw and the Sutton 
Manor Colliery Bands for the Miners' Demon­
stration. 
\Velcome visitors to Warrington recently 
were Irwell Springs. It was my pleasure to hear 
them, and I was impressed with the personnel 
of this band. If these present youngsters stick 
together, much more will be heard of them in 
the future. 
Another band which appears to be on the 
upward grade are Golborne. I have heard 
them recently, and they have great possibilities. 
They will no doubt be anxious to follow up their 
success at the Rhyl contest. 
·Widnes Borough are having a busy season 
and recently gave concerts in Newsham Park, 
Liverpool, where their bandmaster Mr. N. B. 
Harper, played the solo cornet in the absence of 
their regular solo cornet player, Mr. B. Patmore . 
I am told Miah surprised his bandsmen by the 
way he played, and it was the unanimous 
opinion of all that he was just as good as ever. 
The band were conducted on this occasion by 
Mr. F. Lloyd of Warrington. They have 
been equipped with blue blazers and ties to 
match, with the Widnes Crest emblazoned on 
the breast pocket. This style is now a popular 
taste with many bands, and is an ideal dress for 
outdoor playing. 
Around the Billinge area recently, I was 
pleased to meet old friends in the brothers 
Birchall, Bill, Gerald and Eric. Although 
they are not actually playing with any bands 
at the moment, they are as keen as ever, and I 
spent a pleasant hour in their company recalling 
many players and bands with whom it 
has been our privilege to have been associated. 
I am sure that these bandsmen will again 
be in harness before very long, with their old 
band, \Vingates. 
The Warrington Pensioners' Brass Quartette 
were honoured recently when they were asked 
to supply the music at the Mayor of Warring­
ton's " At Home." Nineteen items were played 
and many complimentary remarks were passed 
on their excellent playing. As usual they were 
in charge of Mr. vV. Rutter, the well-known 
\Varrington Cornettist and Conductor. 
The Warrington Catholic Band arc having 
a busy time with processions, and I am pleased to 
see amongst their ranks, Bill Mahoney, the 
one-time noted cornettist, who played for many 
northern bands. Billy retired some time ago, 
but has been persuaded to take up his instrument 
again . 
RAVE�SWOOD. 
----+-----
SOUTH WEST AREA NOTES 
The S.\V.B.B.A. monthly meeting was held 
at Kingsbridge, when the delegates were wel­
comed by the newly appointed chairman of the 
Urban District Council, Mr. W. G. J erwood, 
M.B.E. , who is also chairman of the Association 
and " D.H." Area Committee. One of the 
main items on the agenda was the selection of 
testpieces for the November Contest, to be held 
at Torquay, 'which has proved such a good 
venue in the past. · 
During the past few days I had the oppor­
tunity of hearing several bands rehearsing for 
the Bugle Contest, and thought the standard of 
playing on the whole was very good, especially 
Truro City, who have engaged Mr. Alwyn 
Teasdale, formerly M.D. of Redruth Town. 
One of the most popular bands in Cornwall 
are Newquay, who seem to select the right type 
of music to suit the visitor, and M'r. Moyle 
is often surprised to learn that some of the top 
personal ities in the brass band world have been 
sitting enjoying both music and the bracing air. 
For the second year in succession, Munn & 
Felton's pay a visit to Cornwall to compete, 
and give a series of concerts, and they are sure 
to receive a warm welcome whilst in the county. 
In the Devon area most bands have seaside 
engagements ; Topsham, at Exmouth ; Exeter 
B.R. (S.R. ) ,  Teignmouth ; Lympstone, Ex­
mouth ; Bideford, The Quay ; Torrington, 
The Square ; Torquay Military, Babbacombe ; 
Brixham · B.L. , The Strand ; and Dartmouth, 
the Bandstand. Bandsmen visiting any 
of these places would be welcome to have a 
blow, especially if he notified the respective 
secretary in advance. 
Redruth have advertised for a bandmaster. 
Hope you have fixed one up. 
EXEFAL 
CENTRAL SCOTLAND 
This is the time of the year when bands of all 
types are at their busiest and are engaged for 
all kinds of outdoor amusement. 
The Glasgow Charities contest was not 
favoured by the weather and the entry was not 
so good as was expected. There were only 9 
bands competing and 3 of these were not 
from the Glasgow area. One would have ex­
pected many more of the Glasgow and district 
bands to have competed, as there were prizes 
for all four sections. These Charity contests do 
a great deal of good and bands should do their 
best to support them and look upon it as a duty 
to help in a good cause. 
Whitburn Miners and Alloa Burgh put up 
good performances and :-v�rc not by any means 
disgraced by their pos1t10ns of 5th and 6th 
respectively. In a lengthy letter from Mr. 
WEST OF ENGLAND Bandsmen's Festival, T. Dawson, Librarian of Alloa band, he informs 
at Bugle, Cornwall, June l 8th. Open Cham- me they have just finish_
ed their Sunday
_ 
evenin
_
g 
'Jionship and Royal Trophy, Munn & Felton's concerts indoors, and will soon be startmg their 
Norks Band ; Runners-up Cup, Cambourne. outdoor Sunday conc&ts, which I suppose 
.lass A Section, lst Munn & Felton's (S. H. have begun by now. They have entered for the 
oddington) ; 2nd, Camborne (F. J .  Roberts) ; Fife Charities contest at Dunfermlme on the 
' Newquay Town (W. E. Moyle) ; 4th Fa!- 25th of this month and they hope to do well. 
�uth Town (A .  G. Richards) ;  Chorus, Ist, Mr. C. Telfer attends every Friday. Here's 
ll\nn & Felton's ; 2nd, Camborne ; :frd, wishing you every success, Mr. Dawson. Many 
.Nwquay ; 4th, Falmouth. Special soloist thanks for the news. 
a rds : Cornet and Soprano (Munn & Felton's) ;  May we expect several of our other district 
CO\et, Camborne ; Class B : Selection : l st, bands at the Fife Charities contest, one of the 
Tr1-o City (A . Teasdale) ; 2nd, Indian Queen's best in Scotland and held in ideal surroundings (F. r,. Knight) ; 3rd, St. Austell Town (C. E. and in aid of others who are incapable of Bre"er) ; 4th, Mount Charles (T. A. Cooper) . helping themselves. . . Cho11s : l st, Mount Charles ; 2nd, St. Austell . One hears very little of the K1lsyth Mmers 
Mar� : lst, Truro ; 2nd, Lostwithiel ; 3rd, band these days. A great pity, as a short time ago 
1.ndi'\ Queen's ; 4th, Gweek. Judge, Mr. A. W. they appeared to be going quite strongly. Come �chol1;, Deportment : l st, Lostwithiel ; 2nd, along boys, let's hear more of you. odm.1 . I SANDY McSCOTTl E  
PRESTON NOTES 
Despite poor weather, the Sunday concerts in 
the Parks are attracting better crowds than 
last year. All of the bands are giving good per­
formances, and at the time of writing Brindle, 
Excelsior and Leyland Motors have yet to 
appear. This good playing in the Preston Area, 
is evidently better than in some other districts, 
where poor reports have been given of bands, 
many of whom are playing on a collection 
basis. 
In the forthcoming Lanes . v. Yorks. Contest 
to be held at Belle Vue, on November 8th, 
Hesketh Bank, Storeys and Brindle have been 
invited to appear. 
News of the Preston Area Contest at Lang­
ridge is that a new date has been arranged. It 
will now take place on September 5th and the 
adjudicator will be Mr. E. C. Buttress. 
' At the recently held Annual General Meeting of 
the Preston Association, the following com­
mittee was elected : Chairman Jas. Taylor 
(Norman Memorial) ; Secretary, G. Ollerton 
(Preston Town) ; Treasurer, J .  Threlfall (Freck­
leton) .  The balance sheet showed a balance in 
hand with all outstanding debts cleared, due 
mainly to the great effort at Langridge. 
I am sorry to hear that Calder Vale are again 
in trouble, this time with the Preston Area 
Association, but I am sure that a reasonable 
solution can be reached, if the parties will get 
together. 
I was fortunate in hearing a number of bands 
at the Kirkham Club Day, and noticed quite a 
number of borrowed players in some bands. 
The deportment was not good on the whole. 
Noticeable bands missing this year were Brindle 
and Hesketh Bank. 
PROUD PRESTON. 
----+ ----
CORNISH NOTES 
The 3 lst Band Festival at Bugle (see Results 
Column) was again favoured with fine weather 
and proved successful . Much disappointment 
was felt at the absence, through lack of adequate 
rehearsal time, of St. Dennis Silver, whose 
first appearance at a Cornish contest, under 
their new conductor Mr. J .  Harrison had been 
keenly anticipated. 
Munn & Felton's Works, for the second year 
in succession, won the Championship and the 
" Royal Trophy, "  with Camborne Town runners­
up and Newquay Town next in order. Fal­
mouth Town did not come up to their standard 
of playing as at Exeter, and Bodmin Town who 
voluntarily competed in the Championship class, 
gave a creditable performance. 
Truro City contesting for the first time since 
the loss of the late Mr. A. Vv. Parker as con­
ductor, achieved a great success in the 2nd 
Section, with Indian Queens in second place, 
and the local rivals St. Austell, and Mount 
Charles close behind . 
Lostwithiel who were awarded the Deportment 
Cup, and Gweek made a very ·welcome return to 
contesting. The adjudicator, Mr. W. A. Scholes, 
said that the audience of about 21 .000 people 
was the largest he had seen for an outdoor 
festival, and he believed that the valuable 
trophies displayed were the most he would 
ever see. 
The festival chairman, Capt. T. B. Leigh, 
said the rising generation expected something 
more glamorous and adventurous to-day, but 
the one thing that did not seem to change very 
much was the love and desire for music. The 
prizes were presented by the chairman of the 
South-West Brass Band Association, Mr. W. G. 
Jerwood. 
No particulars yet received for the next 
contest at Stcnalees on July 9th. 
CORNUBIAN. 
----+·----
MERSEYSIDE NOTES 
Edge Hill B.R. were at Calderstones Park on 
vVhit-Sunday. They played very well and gave 
a good programme. They had their usual 
engagement on vVhit-Friday in Dukinfield, and 
in the evening competed at several march con­
tests, securing lst at Middleton and 4th at 
Michlehurst. They were short-handed owing to 
several members being unable to obtain leave, 
and only competed with a band of 2 1  players. 
They were engaged on Sunday, June l2th, 
at New Brighton, but owing to the bad weather 
both programmes had to be given in the Floral 
Pavilion. They have a very busy July, engage­
ments booked for that month are : 3rd, Sefton 
Park ; lOth, Birkenhead; l4th, l 5th and 16th 
Liverpool Show; and 24th Walton Hall Park, 
and they also have a Wireless Broadcast. 
A.T.M. were in Sefton Park on Whit-Sunday. 
They played for the St. John Ambulance 
Brigade parade on Sunday, June 12th and for 
St. Dunstan's Church walk on Sunday, 19th. 
They are in Stanley Park on July lOth. 
I should be pleased to receive some news, Mr. 
Crook. 
Liverpool Sub. Military were in Otterspool 
Park on Whit-Sunday. 
St. Vincent De Paul and City of Liverpool 
competed at May Belle Vue Festival, and 
although unsuccessful put up good perform­
ances. This is the first contest for both bands, 
and I hope it encourages them to try again. 
Kirkdale were in Walton Hall Park on Whit­
Sunday. I should like to hear from you, Mr. 
Roberts. 
Birkenhead Town with the evergreen Mr. 
Clark in charge, were at Newsham Park on 
Whit-Sunday. 
Crosby Silver were in Otterspool Park on 
Sunday, June 19th, but the weather was shock­
ing. 
Let us hope the weather improves during 
July. 
EIGHT BELLS. 
----+·----
CUMBERLAND DISTRICT 
The 4th Border Regt. Band gave a concert in 
the Drill Hall, Cockermouth on Sunday, June 
1 2th . It was not well advertised and a number 
of bandsmen I have spoken to knew nothing 
about it. 
Maryport Albion gave a good Concert on 
Sunday, June 5th, when Mr. Dinglinson, the 
President, presented the new instruments, to­
gether with a cheque for £50 towards the cost. 
They are to visit Allanby and Silloth on Sunday, 
July 4th. 
Dearham United had no luck at Belle Vue May 
Festival . I understand they had a few upsets and 
I believe they played a trombone short. I should 
be pleased to receive news from you, Mr. Raillton . 
Flimby Saxhorn are busy. They have 
engagements at Allonby, Silloth, Kcswick and 
Ambleside. 
ANDANTE. 
ARRA NG I N G H Y M N T U N ES 
Now that brass bands are more frequently 
being called upon to assist at church services, 
bandmasters are often asked to arrange band 
parts of hymns that are specially required. Many 
bandmasters have no confidence in themselves 
to tackle such a task, but we assure all such 
bandmasters that there is no mystery connected 
with the matter. It is a process so simple 
that even the man with no knowledge of har­
mony and its laws can do what is needful, and 
do it well, if he will not attempt more than is 
necessary, viz. ,  to reproduce the hymn for a 
brass choir. It is really not work which should be 
called " arranging " in the musical sense : it 
is only transcription, and any man who can 
copy a part into another key can do what is 
necessary for the hymn. If any hesitating band­
master will only try one hymn he will see that 
what he deemed a big task is a very easy and 
simple one. 
Perhaps we should say that there is no 
common property in hymns-many hymns are 
copyright, they are as much the property of the 
copyright holder as the clothes he wears, and 
these should not be dealt with without permis­
sion. But, generally, any organist or choirmaster 
can get permission to make an arrangement for a 
special occasion, on the understanding that there 
is no intention to trade in the arrangement. 
But even failing that, there are plenty of good 
tunes which are non-copyright, and free for any 
use. 
We write the following for those who do not 
pretend to be " arrangers," and if they will con­
fine themselves to doing only what is needful 
they will not fall into the errors which are 
plentifully committed by rr.en whose ambitions 
and self-confidence are not balanced by an equal 
amount of knowledge. A very common cause 
of error is a desire to do more than reproduce the 
hymn: namely, a desire to "thicken" it, to write 
additional parts for it-a very difficult thing to 
do well, and one which should not be attempted 
by a beginner in the work. The consequence, 
frequently, is the commission of errors which 
are not allowable because they sound bad. 
Rules are not framed arbitrarily, they always 
have a reason, and if a rule says this or that 
should not be done, it is bad because it sounds 
bad not because the rule says it should be done. 
The rule only warns against undesirable results. 
There is no absolute need to " thicken " the 
parts and there is no need to make new 
parts by picking a bit from this and that original 
part. There are plenty of cases where it is really 
undesirable that this should be done. Here are 
two such cases. \Vhen the band is to accompany 
four-part singing it is desirable that the four 
original parts should stand out clear and not be 
obscured or covered up by the manufacture of 
new parts. The better the hymn, the more 
melodious are all the parts. Covering up the 
good alto and tenor parts with bits extracted to 
make new parts is not desirable. If there is a 
melodious tenor part, say, it is best that it 
should stand out in its original beauty. 
All the essential knowledge-it doesn't hurt, of 
course, if a man has more-is that the band­
master should know the relative pitches of his 
instruments, and be able to transcribe from one 
key to another. Every bandmaster will know, 
doubtless, that although these notes are called 
by different names, and appear differently on 
the staff, they are all of the same pitch. Write 
them down on the staff : 
B-flat cornet, F ( lst space ) .  
E-fiat horn, C (3rd space ) .  
B-fiat baritone, F (5th line) .  
G Trombone, E-flat (2nd ledger line above the 
bass staff) .  
If  he knows this he cannot fail to realise the 
pitch of other notes, by comparison ; a little 
puzzling and a little test will set him right when­
ever he is doubtful. 
The bandmaster will also know that every note 
on his cornet is a tone lower than the same note 
for voice or organ, and to play with them, the 
cornet must be written a tone higher than the 
notes for the voice or organ, in order that they 
may all sound alike. Of course,
_ 
he knows that 
what is called C on the cornet 1s really B-flat. 
That is why it is called a B-flat cornet. 
Every bandmaster can doubtless write for an 
E-fiat horn to correspond with a B-flat cornet, 
and vice versa. The G trombone may puzzle 
him a bit, but, if so, he can get over that by 
writing for it as he would for an E-flat bombar­
don in treble clef-that is, the notes appear on the 
same lines and spaces, but the key signature will 
always be a tone lower than that of the B-fiat 
valve instruments. So also will be the key 
signature of the tenor trombone in tenor clef, 
but the corresponding notes with baritones 
will be on the same lines and spaces. 
Hymn tunes are written in four parts : 
treble, alto, tenor, bass. 
Now let the bandmaster take his band, 
eliminating the bombardons, and divide the 
instruments into four sections, corresponding 
to the four voice parts. He can get a choice ; 
he may consider which of the following will 
give him good balance in his band :-
1 .  
Treble : Soprano, lst cornet, repiano. 
Alto : 2nd cornet, solo and lst horns, lst 
trombone. 
Tenor : 3rd cornet, 2nd trombone, 2nd horn, 
l st baritone. 
Bass : 2nd baritone, euphonium, G trombone. 
II .  
Treble : As above. 
Alto : 2nd and 3rd cornets, solo horn, lst 
horn. 
Tenor : 2nd horn, l st and 2nd trombone, lst 
baritone. 
Bass : As above. 
He can mix them other ways, but these suffice 
to show what is meant. 
There he has four groups, capable of playing 
the four voice parts. He stilJ has the bombard­
ons. These will take the bass part also, but 
sounding an octave lower than the vocal basses, 
or the euphonium, etc. ,  section. According to 
the range of the part E-fiat bombardons will need 
to be accommodated . Sometimes they play with 
euphonium, etc. ,  and sometimes down with 
the BE-fiats. 
This is so simple that no one can go wrong. 
The bandmaster need not tie himself to the 
same grouping for every hymn. He can . try 
various groupings, according to what he thmks 
will suit the particular hymns best. 
So here is the hymn reproduced as it is 
originally with an octave bass to enrich it. That 
is as much as is necessary. lt is practically a 
brass choir with an octaved bass, and every part 
will stand clear from start to finish. All that is 
needed is for each group-trebles, altos, tenors, 
basses-to blend, and for the four parts to 
balance. 
Now for some practical considerations. 
If the object is to accompany mixed voices, the 
pitch of the original should be adhered to as far 
as is practicable. Especially the pitch should not 
be higher than the original, or there may be 
trouble with the vocal trebles and tenors. It is 
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also.desirable to keep the band to keys which are fam1har to the players. So these two considera­tions will determine the choice of pitch for the transcription. 
Suppose a hymn tune is in B-fiat for the voices That is all right for the band ; the transcriptio� {because the B-fiat instruments are a 'ro•e low) will be :-
B-fiat instruments in key of C. { 
E-flat instruments in key of G. 
Trombones in key of B-flat. 
But supposing the hymn tune is in kev of E 
To correspond with that the band would have t� 
play :-
B-flat instruments in key of F-sharp (6 sharps) . 
�-flat instn�ments in key of C-sharp (7 sharps) . 
Irombones m key of E (4 sharps) .  
and few bands could negotiate that successfully. 
A better key for the bandsmen must be found. 
Supposing the band takes as follows :-
B-flat instruments in key of G. 
E-flat instruments in key of D. 
Trombones in key of F. 
That is all right for the band, but it is a semi­tone higher than the original, and if the voice parts are already to the limit of average voices w�en m the key of E, raising them to F may bnng d1sa
_
ster. It 1s better to lower the original than to raise it, so the followmg will do best :-
B-flat instruments in key of F. 
E-fiat instruments in key of C. 
Trombones in key of E-flat. 
That is a semitone lower than the vocal score. But do
_
n<;it tell the o�ganist (if he is to play, too) that it JS m F. Tell him the trombone key, which is always t
_
he re� pitch. Then the organist who has a part m E will simply play it in E-flat. 
. That will suffice for illustration. It is always ns�{y to play a tune at a higher pitch than the voices have been accustomed to, or, if the singers arc to sing in parts, to lower it overmuch. The range of a band is greater than the ran<>e of voice, so the voices must be the detcrmin�tors as to pi
_
tch, 
_
if any change is necessary. lf the preparat10n JS for accompanying men's voices only, it will be well to lower the key in most cases, even when it is convenient for the band to play up to the original pitch. Take any chance congregation of males, and it is certain that the range of voices will be mainly baritone and low tenor. High range tenors and real basses will be very few. Such a con°Tegation generally s
_
ings only one part, the leading part, and the ongmal pitch may be too high for most of the men. Select a key which will riot take the cornet higher than F (that is E-flat real pitch) and F should not be used often. This means that for men's voices it is desirable to lower the original pitch a tone, or even a third, if the treble part ranges high. 
Sometimes small notes will be found in hymn tunes, added to one or more of the voice parts. 
As we write for the inexperienced, we may say that these small notes are for the organ to play 
in addition to the voice parts, and the band­master should transcribe all small notes to his 
ban
_
d parts. There, of course, they will appear as ordmary notes. They are made small in the vocal 
score only to indicate that they are not for the 
voices. 
If the band is to play with the organ, make 
sure that an opportunity is taken to tune the 
band to the organ before the time of public 
performance. If the band plays alone, play at 
the accustomed tuning. 
Now as t? actual performance. It is necessary 
for the chmr and congregat10n to get the pitch, 
and a very general custom is for the organ to 
play an introduction of two lines of the hymn. 
Then a slight pause, and a restart. Get an under­
standing with the organist or choirmaster as to 
what is customary there . 
Guard against dragging the tempo. A con 
gregation is apt to drag by reason of its numbers. 
It is the duty of the band to prevent that 
tendency, and to carry the voices with it. To 
that end it is very important to enunciate every 
note, especially in the trebles, very clearly, 
particularly so when notes are repeated as, for 
instance, the first bar of " Sun of My Soul ."  A 
congregation needs an insistent lead from note 
to note in such case, and the band must be alive 
to keep the music moving. 
Do not fail to mee
_
t the custom of congre­
gabo1:1s to mark their phrasmg by a slight 
dwellmg on the last note of the phrase, a kind of 
rounding it off, but do not wait for the con­
gregation to move on, give them a clean lead to 
the next phrase. 
The hymn may have several verses, and 
expression marks {which are often printed to the 
words) may vary. The conductor will keep his 
eye open for these, and the band must be alert 
to act on his direction for a piano, a crescendo, 
etc. , as the words of the various verses may 
require. 
Mr. R. J . T. KNIPE of Revo Works Band 
writes : " A  heavy programme has bee� arranged for the forthcoming season. Already 
the band have fulfilled two " Bright and Early " 
Broadcasts and also one in " Listen to the Band" 
series, besides playing at the Botanical Gardens, 
Edgbaston, on Easter Monday and Tuesday. 
They also played at a Singing and Playing 
Broadcast on June lst. Other engagements 
include, Coseley Church, Coseley Park, Can­
nock, Wednesbury, vVolverhampton, Tipton, 
Burnt Tree, Birmid Sports and Remembrance 
Sunday, besides a local Civic Sunday. It is un­
fortunate that only a few vacant dates are 
available as there are many enquiries to 
the tenders sent out which are awaiting con­
sideration. As in the past years, they are enter­
taining gratis the patients of Prestwood Sanator­
ium to a concert which has always been appre­
ciated, and has now become an annual event. 
Q�ite naturally they �iU defend their Champion­
ship Trophy m the Birmmgham & District Brass 
Band Association Championship contest at Handsworth this year. Having won it for the 
past two years they will be all out to make it 
a hat trick of successes. Like all other organisa­
tions, it is necessary at times for changes to be 
made, and those that have been made have 
worked to great satisfaction and success and 
also to the improvement of the Band. ' The 
players receive every consideration and en­
couragement from the Directors of the Com­
pany, besides their workmates, and their efforts 
are always appreciated . In addition to the 
above engagements they will fulfil some for the 
Sports and Social Club as in past years. " Bright 
and Early " broadcasts have brought in. " - v 
letters of appreciation at)l! the one ' tor caSt 
on March 26th was a�reciated �'I' { the 
composers of the :terns 'J?layed. The ibers 
arc regular attenders at the rehear�a.r, , ,\llich 
a:e. normally held on �ondays and Thurs .ys, g1vmg of their best m appreciation of �he 
efforts made on _their behalf by Mr. Harry Heyes. They realise that to meet with success 
they must work hard. In what little spare time 
they have, some of the members are giving the youngsters the benefit of their experience, and it is hoped they will be welded into the band in due course." 
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CORRESPONDENCE OXFORD & DISTRICT LANCASTER & DISTRICT 
OF "B B N "  Chipping Norton Silver sent me a schedule of Storey's of Lancaster under Mr. A. E . Brown-TO THE EDITOR · 
· 
· their Contest to be held on August 20th, when bill, have had, and still have a busy list of 
Dear Sirs,-Switching on the T.V. Monday, the selection testpiece is " The Joy of Youth," engagements. Although Mr. Brownbill has not 
June l�h (Children's Hour) , I heard a boy with own choice march on the road and sta�d. sent me his report, I hear they arc still m iirst 
cornetti .Ee name was announced as David Mr. George Crossland adjudicate
. 
s. The closmg class form. During June they were at Oldham 
Allen. hrough the mcdmm of your paper date is July 30th, and is confined to Grade 4 (\Vhit-Friday, June 3rd) ,  all day ; June . 5th congra ,, .nis b.0Y on this performance. bands of National Grading. The band have and 12th Middleton Camp ; and June 19, L1ver-
His ton ,.1d production proved tha� he is receiv- been busy with fetes, etc. Dunng the past pool, afternoon and evening. They were also 
ing the correct tuition. How gratifymg .1t IS m month they were at Burford, and the National at the Holiday Camp on the 26th, and Forton 
these days of so many counter attractwns to Children's Home at Chipping N'orton. In July on the 25th. Engagements during . July ar�, 
hear these youngsters gettmg down sen_ously they are competing at Fairford on the 9th. Middleton Camp, Ryelands Park, \l\T1l1Lamson s 
to the art of cornet playmg. H�w he remmded They are playing for a British Leg10n Rally at Park, and Heysham Head. A very busy pro-
me of the late Joey Farnngton · home on the lOth and have other bookings m gramme. Yours faithfully, REG. LITTLE. August and September, also concerts in the town. Lancaster S.A. are progressing very nicely 
5 
IN THE PRESS READY SHORTLY 
A SELECTION OF BRAHMS HUNGARIAN DANCES 
Se l ected by F. G. CHARROSIN and arranged fo r  
a n d  M i l itary Ban d  b y  R.OGER BARSOTTI 
Brass 
BRASS BAND 8/- REED & BRASS 1 0/6 MILITARY BAND I S /-
A specimen SOLO CORNET will be forwarded to your request immediately 
we receive supplies from the printer. 
BOSWORTH & CO. LTD., 1 4/ 1 8  Heddon St., Regent St., London, W. I Dear Sir,-In your May issue'. I noticed that 
your Clydeside Reporter is st1H showmg his 
ignorance by giving me a dressmg down . for 
not giving him news of the Glasgow Chanties 
Blewbury attended their local Fete on June under Captain Dadd, and are a tower of strength 
25th while Didcot were at the National Tract10n to the new C.O., Captain Goldstein, who also 
Eng{ne Rally at Applcford, assisted by members plays in the band. They led �he procession �f 
of Abington. The latter band fulfilled their the Combined S.S . Anmversanes of St. Chad s WESSEX NOTES creditably and these prove an acceptable second engagement at Dr. Barnado's Home on C.E. ,  and Cross Hill Congregational Churches, diversion in band programmes. Miss Esther Contest. h k h '  I am sure that i t  will be a great s oc  to 1m 
to learn that I am not the Secretary of the 
Glasgow Charities. Therefore'. I was not m the 
position to give him any details of the Contest. 
For the benefit of all concerned, the Se.cretary 
of the Glasgow Charities is :Mr. Bev. Wnght, of 
12 Palmer Avenue, Knightswood, Glasgow. 
Yours sincerely, \V. �1cINTYRE. 
Sir,-I was glad to read the letters from 
" Lanrick Lad " and " Pop," because I have 
been thinking along the same lines for some 
time now. 
I attribute the lack of official and general 
.contesting news to one of. the following _reasons : 
( 1 )  Inefficiency, (2) Lazmess, (3) Indifference. 
In every well-managed body the Secretary 
adopts the policy laid down by his committee, 
and any deviation from that course should be 
remedied from within. The fact that corre­
spondents have found i� necessary to protest 
publicly at the w1thholdmg of essential news 
from these columns speaks for itself, and serious 
attention should be paid to it. 
" SCRUTATOR." 
---�+·----
ROSSENDALE & EAST LANCS .  
the 25th, being there also on the 4th, and at which were much appreciated by both the Nellist, who is a shorthand-typist, works very Steventon for a British Legion Parade on the S.S . Councils. I have a slight correction to make on my hard on behalf of the band. She holds the 5th. They have other engagemBnts pending, K.O.R.L.R. are still playing very well indeed last month's notes-re the late Boscombe Band. positions of secretary and assistant librarian,  and concerts in the town parks will keep them under B.M.  vV. Page, assisted by deputy B.M. This band is  not being revived and the property and sees that no correspondence or business busy. . Routledge. They recently led the Regimental was handed over to Mr. Horace Grey, who is appertaining to the band is neglected . Reading Military report a long hst of Park Procession at the lst Batt. H.Q., at Bowerham formmg a new sem1-profess10nal band, to be Another member of the quartette is also a concerts in Reading, with other engagements at Barracks, and were complimented by. the known as the New Bournemouth Concert teacher of the pianoforte. She demonstrates her Pangbourne and Tilehurst. They can be heard Officers. Last Sunday I heard them give a Ba:nd. Rehearsals and engagements are to be skill by acting as accompanist to the Junior in Reading during July, at the Forbury on the very fine concert in Williamson's Park, with paid for. Presumably Mr. Grey has some promise Choir and for any soloist who may require her l 7th, and Palmer Park on the 24th. good tone and style. It was enj0yed by a good of support from the Bournemouth. Corpor�t10n services. In addition, she teaches musical In the Town Gardens, Swindon, Swindon crowd and it was a very popular programme. or he :vou.ld hardly en�ark o.n a semi-professional theory to the beginners' class, putting them British Railways Band will be heard on the Carnforth S.A.  united with Kendal S.A. to orgamsation. I hope this project does not take any through a written and practical test every 24th, and the band of the lOth Royal Hussars lead the singing at the great Methodist Rally at players from our too few genume ama�eur bands six months. Incidentally there are three girls on the 3lst, while in August, we have Aldbourne Docker, near Arkholme. The following week the m the area. Payment for rehearsals might_ tempt in this class and, as they are progressing very on the 7th, and Dagenham Girl Pipers on the bands performed the same ceremony at Roe- some players who unfortunate!� are lookmg for well, the Hall Royd .Methodist Band will soon 14th. . . burndale, Wray, which was much appreciated by what they can get �ut o� bandmg, rather than have seven girl-players instead of four. Mr . City of Oxford's  dates mclude C1.rencester the large crowd. The new C.O. is an excellent what they can put mto it. Mr. Grey appears Nellist is to be congratulated upon his good contest, prograi;nmes at Oxford Pnson and cornet player, and is a great hel� to. B:M. to be a busy man ,iust lately. He c?nducted the work, and he too, must be very proud of his Warneford Hospital ( lOth) ,  Wolvercote Show Postlethwaite, as well as bemg an mspirat10n the Portland C1v1c Centre Band m four pro- lady band members. In both of these bands the and Fete, August 20th, and a United Church to the young band boys. grammes at Vl\Tlutsun, <?n the Weymou�h Prnr. girls are pulling their weight and doing their Service on the Manor Road Ground, on August I have very good news from Mr. H. Binney, He is also (so I am mformed) coachmg the share-sometimes more-to make their own 28th. . secretary of Morecambe Boro, per Mr. Jas. Verwood band for Fairford and Weymouth band a success besides helping the whole band I learn from Mr. Bridges that entncs for Halliday ,B.M. They led the United Procession contests. movement, at the same time. Fairford are a little down on prev10us years, of the S.S. demonstrations 0f the church of the .Little news of our local contests. Crewk�rne May I once again appeal for news of bands­particularly in the 2nd section, but a good Ascension, and the Methodist Church Torris- will be over _before these notes appear. I believe women. It has been suggested to me that they contest will be held as usual. holme. It was a iine sight to see, over 400 joining there is a fair entry here but I have no details. are too reticent to write on their own behalf. The departure on retirement of ." Dick " in the march. They also headed the procession The Weymouth e.ntry �ate has . been extended If this is the case, I would greatly appreciate a Eldridge robs the old Berkshire village of to the Morecambe Parish Church, and created a owmg to postal difficulties, but If all the bands line from the secretary or bandmaster of any Uffington of one of its most notable figures. precedent by leading the singing of the hymns in I have heard of entenng, appear, this .should be a band possessing lady-members, or from anyone Dick was for many years the bandmaster of the church. They have a busy season ahead, good contest, but these possible entnes are only else having any interesting information concern-Thc Whitsuntide Walks provided our bands the now-defunct Kinfistone Lis�e Band, and he including Heysham Head and Harbour band- hearsay and may not be correct. ing feminine instrumentalists. The success of this with many engagements, but one or two, being also had the d1stmcbon of havmg sounded the stands. I have just seen a photo of the band, The entry for th� Wessex B.B.A. Summer column depends on the interest shown by below strength, found the going rather tough. " Last Post " and " R�veille " at the Remem- who look very smart in their new uniforms. Festival, July 9th is poor, 1 1  bands only . m members of the brass band fraternity, and a few We hear many complaints about deportment, brance Day Parade without a break .smce it I am much disappointed in not having Mr. three sections. Fovant, Southampton Alb10n words to me care of the " B  B N , ,  is all that is but on the whole I think our bands this year was started. This, at the age of 83 on retirement, Brownbill's report of Calder Vale, but I under- and Southsea in the Championship (Southsea's ' 
· 
· 0·NLOOKER d f necessary. gave general satisfacti?n'. Mr.. Gluyas. secretary is surely a recor · stand he is still attending them. I hear rom first appearance) ; 2nd Section, Handley, ----+·-----0f the District Assoc1at10n, mformed me that PIU VIVO. unofficial reports they have been playing at Gillingham, Lockerby and Mickelmarsh ; 3rd 
-several of our bands won prizes at the Whit- +· galas and sports in the villages round about. Section, Crewkerne, Hungerford, Hyde, and NATI ONAL BRASS BAND C ONTESTING 
Friday March Contests. . FARNWORTH & DISTRICT I wish them every success. Southampton B.L. Where are the rest of the CO UNCIL Bury Silver again won the deportment pnze I have received a very nice and welcome Association bands? 
.at Heyvwod, and also lst prize in the Hymn letter from my friend, Mr. S. B .  Wood, Music Not much other news--Yeovil Workmen's At their last meeting, held at Manchester, 
'Tune Contest. The bands of this district have had their usual Master, Morecambe Grammar School. On were at vVeymouth Pier on June Gth, and Ver- the National BFass Band Contesting Council 
Irwell Springs were 2nd in the Heywood busy Whitsuntide, and all have acquitted them- Wednesday, May 25th, his Y.P. band made wood on June 1 2th. Woodfall's were at South- dealt with seveFal matters of particular interest 
March Contest, with Goodshaw 3rd. Goodshaw selves we!�. Farnworth Old, Walkden and their first public appearance and in ideal ampton Sports Centre at the end of May. to the Brass Band Movement as a whole. 
also won 2nd prize at Middleton March Contest Kearsley Silver have been well to the fore m weather, the boys and girls turned out looking Fovant after a few rather quiet months, are Area Qua lify ing Contests 1956 
.and were placed 4th at Greenfield. Well done these events. . . . very smart in their school blazers and white now very busy with engagements. They corn- The Council has taken steps to avoid in the 
locals. I am sure all had an enjoyable evening. Kearsley ?1lver m particular are wo�thy of shirts or blouses. They gave a very good per- menced the season at Whitsun weekend, when future the clashing of dates of Area Qualifying 
I noticed an error in last month's notes. The special mention. A year ago they were m such formance of marches, waltzes, selections and they were engaged at the Ancient Celebrations of Contests such as occurred this season. Already :new secretary of Irwell Springs is Mr. Holgate, low water that they could not accept engage- hymns, and all the visitors were much im- Oak Apple Day, at vVishford. They are c0m- da�es have been fixed for several of the 1 956 
who has taken over from Mr. Hayhurst. No ments, but this year they have . turned out a pressed by the nice playing during the afternoon. peting at Crewkerne contest in the Cham- senes o� Area Contests and these are as follows : -doubt " Ernie " as we all know him, will work band that compares favourably with any. They There is a full band, and several boys and girls pionship Class, and also at the vVessex contest, Scottish Area : l st October, 1 955 ; 22nd .hard for the band. I shall be pleased to have were far better than some of the bands fro.m are waiting for instruments. The thanks of the to be held at Totton, on J uly 9th. On Sunday, October, 1 955 ; 1 2t1: November, 1 955 ; 3rd 
news from you Mr. Holgate. . . other d1stncts. that were engaged for the \Vhit- school are to the Standfast Works committee June 26th they were engaged locally at a Drum- December, 1 955. Midland Area : 3rd March, 
Burnley Alliance were victims of the wet walks. Cons1denng that the band IS mostly for the loan of the instruments. head Service of the Old Comrades. This was 1956 ; l 7th March, 1 95?. North Eastern : l Oth 
weather on a recent Sunday at Rawtenstall, but composed of small boys, who twelve months JOHN-0-GAUNT. followed in the evening by a coach trip to March, 1 956 ; 14th Apnl, 1 95.6. North West�rn : they gave two concerts in the O.A.P. Hall, ago hadn't he�d. an . mstrument, the weight of + Eastleigh, to give a concert in the park band- 24th March, 1 956 ; 28th A:f>ril, 1 956 (tentative) . .and I am told they gave creditable performances. tone and prec1s1on is remarkable, and reflects stand. London & Southern Counties : 7th Apnl, 1 956. 
Early in the year they had a little upset, but credit on the people concerned, :vho must have MANCHESTER & DISTRICT SCRIBBLER. Welsh : 5th May, 1956 ; 1 9th May, 1 956. West thanks to the loyalty of the members and the put in some hard work to achrnve such good + of England : 1 2th May, 1956. ;painstaking efforts of their bandmaster, they results. I am sure they must feel greatly Bands from Peak D istr icts 
Jiave made a good recovery. rewarded for their efforts. The Manchester District bands at their last FEMININE NOTES The Council has decided that the geographical 
Mr. Banks of Goodshaw, writes that together Walkden are having a successful season and meeting formulated their plans for next winter. boundary governing National Championship 
'With his committee, he extends a welcome to all won . their second first p:ize in a few. weeks by These will include another series of lectures on My appeal for news of bandswomen has not Contest as formulated by the " Da�ly Herald " .at their Carnival to be held at Crawshawbooth, beatmg Farnworth Old m the Radch:�e mar_ch interesting subjects, a second slow melody and been an overwhelming success, but I thank Co.ntest Management should apply m _regard to .<Jn July 9th. This event promises to surpass all contest. They were out playmg m their district quartette. contest, .and the full J;_>and contest, most sincerely the correspondents who did take this Area. Consequently, as this locality comes former efforts and all members are working hard the other week for funds to take them to the which this year will . tak� place 1� December. the time and trouble to write to me thus enabl- within Derbyshire it will mean that henceforth, to ensure its success. The band are very busy National Finals, an� I notice in the local press There may be special mterest m the slow ing the B.B.N. Girl's Column to be iaunched. It bands . from the Pea_k District will compete at .and are working with keen mterest under the that they have received a good response to the melody and quartette contest because I under- seems that Lancashire and Yorkshire are the the M1dlaml Area Fmals. ,guidance of Mr. Garth, and they are quite con- street collections. . stand_ th'.1-t � team will be chosen to repr_esent only counties providing the feminine element Adjud icators - Champ ionsh ip Sect ion. fident as to the future. Farnworth Old attended three quickstep the d1stnct m an mter-d1stnct contest which is in brass bands but perhaps this is h> be expected The " Daily Herald " will appoint the judges Stacksteads recently held a Sale of vVork in contests . on Whit-Friday evening, and secured likelY: to be promoted by the parent body of the as they alway� lead in such matters. Lancashire for the Champion<>hip Section of the Area Bacup. I hop.e it was a suc.cess. Perhaps Mr. three pnzes . . First at .Heywood, second at Rad- association. is represented by the Ulverston Town Band, Q�alifyiug Co�tests in fut.ure, and th?se chosen Darrough, their secretary will drop me a lme. cl1�e, and .third at Middleton . . T�ey were well Newton Heath W.M.C . . & I .  are very busy which is very proud of its five lady members. will not be disclosed until the mornmg of the Mr. Youna is very busy teachmg the youngsters. satisfied with these results cons1dermg that they and future engagements m�lude another vlSlt They receive every encouragement in the art of contest. It appe�rs. that the. " Monthly News Letter " competed against quite a number of fa�ous to the . Mancheste.r Sanatonum, Abergele, to bra<>s banding from their bandmaster, Mr. A. Nat iona l . F ina ls Late . Arr iva ls . . of the District �ssoc1at10.n has faded out. . Is iirst class ban�s, and beat them ! �xtraordmary entertam the patients. The band, under the Goodall, who first introduced girls into the band �h.e Council tackled .the qll:eshon of bands this so, Mr. Collms ? It is hard work gleanmg scenes were '."1tnessed at the openmg of the new contrnl of Mr. G. Marsden, eagerly await �he almost iive years ago. arnvmg late at the National Fmals. All bands -news when the bands do not help. I was lookmg bandstand m Central Park, Farnworth on commg contest se�on, when they hope to 1m- Pride of place as the eldest member of the are to be told that they must be present at the forward to it for news. When we are short of June 18th. A lovely summer evenmg brought prove on l'.1-st year s results. . ladies' section goes to Mrs. Mary Evans (Tenor time of the Draw for Order of Play, and that •• Weft " no one suffers more than out the crowds and an hour before the start the On Whit-Sunday, Gravel Lane . Methodists Horn) who is 22. Her husband is also a band failure to be available at the required time may WEAVER enclosure was a sohd mass of people. . More (Mr. H. Johnson) ,  �ad three marclung enga�e- member, playing 2nd baritone. The band lead to disqualification. than two thousand people wer.e wedged tightly ments, two on Whit-Monday and one on Whit- recently had the pleasure of playing at their Nat iona l. Bra�s Band Federat i?n. . 
----+----
CLYDESIDE NOTES 
together and hundreds were gomg away because Fnday. They were highly commended for wedding. Congratulations to you both Mr and The Council decided not to associate itself it was impossible to get ne'.1-r. Mr. Hindl�y their pla}'.ing a_nd deportment. The band Mrs. Evans, may you have many years ' of h�ppy with this Federation, or to take action in the Taylor the celebrated operatic tenor, and Miss appeared m their ne� umforms. They have banding together. matter. . .  Ohv:e Dewhurst, soprano'. were engaged. The many ·engagements mcludmg Urmston and Miss Irene Fay, an outdoor girl, enjoys her Qua lified I ha-1e to thank Mr. Wright, secretary of the aud1�nce were rewarded with a first class concert Salford. . cycling and walking, but is never happier than 
by Mer it of Except iona l 
Performances. -Glasgow Charities Association, for a marked the like of which has never before been seen m \Vythenshaw� were a'.so praised w:hen they when playing 2nd cornet in the band. She is 2 l  .copy of the programme of_ their recent contest, Farnw?rth. Farnworth Old band rendered a appeare_d m their new uruforms. Here is another years of age and is a great asset as a concert showing full awards and pomtage. As the results splei;rdid programi;rie, bnll�antly pla)':ed, and band with an e.Ye on future cont�sts. . . entertainer. were shown in our last issue, I needn't repeat received great ovat10ns. Inc1dent'.llly, Miss Mary Che_etham Hill had a busy \Vh1t penod, which A newcomer to the band, Miss Joan Anderson ·them, but if Mr. Wright, whom I now assume is s;mms, the young girl cornettist of K_earsley has given them a good start for their bu�1est ( l8 ) ,  began learning the cornet last September. secretary, would care to send us regular news of Silver, who has been chose_n to play with the ever season. They are _fully booked well mt? She is very enthusiastic about bands in general .his association, he may be assured of our full National Youth �and, �as mvi�ed to play with August. The �.D. of th.1s. band, Mr. F. B?nell1, and greatly appreciates the patience of Mr. co-operation in publicity . . For example when Farnworth Gn this special occas10n. has bee� showmg a sp1nt of comrades.hip by Goodall, who is teaching her. Joan was very .his committee allocate their contnbut10n to the FARNWORTHIAN �onductmg the Gorton Silver Band dunng the thrilled to attend two band contests recently, Sick Children's Hospital, the amount . would + illness of Mr. H. Mallmder. one being the Northern Area Contest at Man-interest the readers, and help to keep mterest ASSOCIATION .alive. All good wishes to Mr. Wright in his new NEWCASTLE & DISTRICT chester, on the 16th April. She was a spectator 
office, where I hope he will be fully supported + each time, but it should not be long before she is 
The Council has recommended to the Contest 
Management that invitations to the National 
Finals be extended to the following who 
had been placed third at the Area Qualifying 
Contests :-Creswell Colliery Band ; Foden's 
Motor Works Band ; Cheetham Hill Public 
Band ; Dunham .Woodhouses Band ; Cocker­
ton Silver Band ; Markham & District Colliery 
Silver Prize Band� 
BIRMINGHAM & DISTRICT 
in his efforts to further its objects - a worth- SHROPSHIRE NOTES proficient enough to take part in one herself. while job. I understand there is the possibility The Contest held in connection with the A busy young lady is Miss Thora Wadsworth Fisher & Ludlow Works, Mr. M. Clayton 
of a contest being held in Dunoon in .August, Northumberland Miners' Picnic took place at (20) , who plays Repiano Cornet and is an conductor, are still having well attended re-.and just as soon as particulars are available to Bedlington. The bands this year were judged Waters Upton ran a very successful dance at accomplished pianist. She is in demand as a hearsals, and their committee, led by Mr. N. R . 
. us, they will have full publicity. Will the organ- on their playing in March formation while Redington last week for the purpose of appointing teacher of the piano, having many pupils. As a Clayton, secretary, are very enthusiastic re­
ising secretary please communicate ? Also standing outside the office !1ousing the a?judi- " Miss Redington."  This is a very go-ahead relaxation from music, she gardens and finds time garding the future. Engagements are being 
·there is talk of a Scottish counterpart of the cator. One band was disqualified for not bemg on band under the leadership of Mr. Owens, who to breed budgies. fuliilled almost every week, and they were 
" All Stars " Brass Band being gathered to- time to play No .. 1 and :i:et at least two !=>ands likes to keep his band busy and well in the The youngest girl member is the 1 5  year old recently at the " Arbouretum," Walsall. They 
,gether. I see no reason why such a project exceeded the time hm1t of three mu1:utes public eye. Miss Marion Carberry, who plays Solo Tenor were engaged at the Police and Fire Service 
should not be entirely successful and I await allowed by the official timekeeper. The ad1ud1- Dawley Town. fulfilled their engagement at Horn. Marion is still at school, but is a keen Demonstrations held in several Birmingham 
-with interest an official announc�ment on the cator's decision resulted in. a general argument Wellmgton Carmval, but could only turn out a supporter of the Barrow Rugby team and is Parks, and at their own Firm's Sports, and also ·matter. May I say again, that we will do on the I?latform. The pnze.s awarded by Mr. small band. Perhaps things will improve for interested in farming. at King's Heath Park. They are in Dart­
·everything possible to get the band firmly Dra�e Rimmer were : A Sect10.n :  �st, Ellmgton them by the time they go to Stafford, to give Although these girls have other hobbies, such mouth Park, West Bromwich, on July 3rd. 
·established once the preliminary arrangements Colliery , 2nd, Pegswood Collier)" , 3rd_, North concerts in the park there. as readin6, collecting and needlework, they all Regret to hear of the death of .Mr. Charles 
are made, with reasonable hope of fruition. Seaton Colliery, and 4th Cambo1� Colliery. B Sankey's Castle Work's had a very pleasing admit that banding is their chief interest. The Reyholds of Invictus Ex-servicemen's bai:d. 
I am convinced the talent is here, just waiting Section : . l st, Crookhall Colliery_ , 2nd, Crag- duty to perform when they headed the procession band rehearse every Wednesday evening, and Although only 55 years old, he had been with 
to get the chance to show its paces. The head _Colliery ; 3rd, Boldon Colliery, and 4th, that brought Tommy Nicholls from the station fulfilled engagements on the 5th June, for Civic the band for 32 years. I offer my condolences to 
Parks season is proceeding normally, although Washmgton c.olhery. . to the works canteen on Tuesday evening, Sunday at Ulverston, and a garden party on his family. The band have been in attendance 
·the weather has not been too genial. Man- Boldon Colliery ha:ve appomted Mr. Buckley, June 7th, after his winning the European Boxing the 25th June. In their smart uniforms of brown at a number of parades recently, under the 
•Chester C.W.S. have come and gone, after treat- late of . vVheatley Hill, as bandmaster. I feel Feathen�eight Championship in Berlin. This and red, they will be appearing in Hospital direction of Mr. D. Wilson. 
ing us to some fine playing. They should have a sure this gentleman will do well here. band will also appear at an engagement at Parades at Barrow and Ulverston in the early Sutton B.L., Mr. A. Rice, appear to be very 
.big say in the destination of the trophies at the Wallsend Shipyard were engaged at \Vest Lilleshall Old Hall, when they will render the part of July. quiet and I am not sure if they still hold re­
.Edinburgh Festival contest next month, and Park, South Shields, but bad weather forced music for the Church Fete. Much credit is due to Mr. Goodall for the hearsals. I should be pleased to hear from you, 
later at Albert , Reports generally from them to curtail their programme. Madeley Town turned out a very good band success which his bandswomen have attained, Mr. W. Chilton. 
·<>ther area• inai satisfactory playing, but Horden Colliery played a good progra�me in on vVhit-Su.nday morning when they headed and I feel sure that he must be very proud of Two bands have recently been advertising 
'Smaller attendance;. . little thought on the Exhibition Park. On this form they Will have the procession to Madeley Pansh Church, of them. for players in the local press-Northfield Silver 
part of the ffillS · 'directors might help to to be reckoned with at the " D.H." finals in the .Mayor of Much Wenlock, who was accom- News of four Yorkshire girls comes from the and Coleshill E.M.C. They both inten_d con-
solve that prob , but players must continue London. pamed by officials and a number of local organ- Hall Royd Methodist Band, of Shipley. Here testing when they are foll strength agam. 
as individuals t give of their best in playmg Crookhall Colliery are keeping up their isations. The playing of the band was very the band has as members two daughters of The band of the Royal Engmeers (T.A.) ,  . and deportll)ent the latter �emg a much more im- standard of playing and their latest broadcast highly spoken of afterwards. This band has B.M. Ralph Nellist, and the Misses Cobb. Smethwick, under the direction of Mr. H. Lister, 
portant utctor than most of them realise . One was a really good show. Mr. Stubbs, their booked several other engagements during the They play solo cornet, solo and lst horn and 2nd have just completed their Annual 1 5  Days 
slovenly man can spoil the look of the whole conductor, has taken North Seaton to three summer: baritone, on many occasions forming a brass Camp at Halton, Lancaster. They will be in 
band, and bring discredit on the movement as contests _ lately and secured a first, second and Do_nnmgton Wood have held their annual ensemble to accompany singi_ng._ This .talented attendance at the Birmingham Battle of Britain well . We now look forward to the Fifcshire thud pnze. . meetmg, and from reports I _have �eard, have quartette also possess fine sm.gmg v01ces and Parade on September 1 8th. charities and the Edinburgh Festival contests Cambois Colliery played at their local Gala smoothed out a number of difficulties, and are are members of the church choir. Two of them Sorry to say the Birmingham Association .and let u� hope, the one suggested for Dunoon'. and gave a good show. They intend to
. 
compete all set for a su_ccessful season. I hope to be able belong to the band's mixed quartette (vocal). an_d Contest has been cancelled. It should have taken 1 hbpe all will be fully supported . at South Shields and Fatfield contests. to hear them m the near future. two to the brass quartette, of which one girl 1s place on Sunday, August 28th. 
BEN LOMOND. NOVACASTRIAN SALOPIA leader. Each pair of sisters sings duets very OLD BRUM. II .  
6 WRIGHT & ROUND'S BRASS BAND NEWS 
.. •••••••••••••••• DERBYSHIRE & EREWASH DISTRICT banding of the Home Guard band came about 
GETTING DOWN TO BRASS f ACTS! 
-9--- I N DIVIDUAL TUITION ----
• CONSTRUCTIVE WORK---9-
-e E N JOYMENT • 
• COMPLETE COURSES ·-
• G UARANTEED SUCCESS e 
Our Courses Have P roved 
Worth-while ! 
Apply for Prospectus :-
THE PARR SCHOOL OF MUSIC 
Wellington Chambers, 
2 Victoria Street, 
Tel. : BLAckfriars 4979 Manchester, 3. 
after the war, Mr. 'Watkins said, what they 
Crich United, conductor Mr. S. Hollingsworth, needed badly in Stroud was a good bandstand in 
l f T d f Stratford Park, where they could play ead a parade 0 eachers an Scholars 0 no matter what the weather conditions were. the Pinxton Sunday School Union, on the He was assured by Mr. Harold Gibbons, a occasion of the Sunday Schools' Anniversary. member of the U.D .C. , that this would come in They also gave a Sunday Evening Concert in 
the Welfare Ground, Alfreton, held under the due course. Mr. W. E . White, a former bands-
jurisdiction of the Alireton U.D.C. Band Concerts. man and 'me time chairman of the band, re­
Owing to the inclement weather there was a sponded to the toast of visitors. A very interest­
small audience, but the band rendered a pleas- mg programme was given during the evening 
ing programme. Other concerts under the same by various artistes including one by the band­
series are as follows : July l Oth, Stavely Works, master and his two sons, a brass trio. The band's 
at Alfreton Welfare Ground ; July 3lst, engagements for July and August are July 3rd, 
Shirland Miners at Alfreton Welfare Ground, l 7th, August 14th and 28th, Stratford Park, 
and August 7th, Brinsley Silver at Somercotes Stroud ; July l Oth and August 7th, Cheltenham, 
Recreation Ground. two concerts each at Mountpeleir and Pittv1lle Parks. Shirland Miners \Velfare, conductor Mr. S.  
Greaves, headed the Annual Parade to the Old City of Gloucester Silver; Mr. Geo. Becking-
Trinity Chapel in Brackenfield. They also �a� (B.M. ) ,  writes : " The Senior band is well 
accompanied the hymn singing. I understand 00 rnd up for the summer with hardly a free 
Ill••••••••••••••••••• the band have quite a busy season booked. Sunday, and al�o a number of shows on other 
They are engaged at the Annual Barlow Well 
days. The Jumor band will be fulfilling their 
NATIONAL 
BRASS BAND CHAMPIONSHIP 
TICKET PLAN 
D 
. first engagement at a Gymkhana in August ressmg. and hopes are t t · d tl t th b ' Congratulations to Mr. H .  Hawkin, secretary en er ame ia ey may e 
of Riddings United on his recent marriage able to enter Sectwn 4 of the Area Contests to 
Best wishes. The b�nd have a number of en� 
be held �t Bristol next year. There are 
gagements booked, and now rehearse at the 
defimtely signs of progress when an organisation 
Queen's Head Hotel, South Street, Riddings: 
can put twG baJ?-dS .mto a .contest on the same 'With 19 bands eligible to range their talents M H H 
. th b d t day. One boy 1s smgmg m the Senior band's against present holders Fairey Aviation Works k C B  ��e �s Ar:a �m��l���� Band con- programme a� the Park t.his summer, while Band, a record contest for numbers and interest · · · · b ' . another boy is playmg Rimmer's ' My Old is promised for the " Daily Herald " National ductor Mr. G. \Vebst_er, have had a usy time Kentucky Home ' on the cornet." Thanks ve Brass Band Championship of Great Britain lately. They led the St . John Ambulance much Mr Bcckingham h 1 dry B - d p d t R' I d I d tl . , you ave sure y ma e contest in the Royal Albert Hall, London, on nga e ara e a 1P ey, an . P aye . ie rapid progress with the Juniors. 
Saturday, October 29. parade to the Church for Mornm� 
Se�
vrce. Cheltenham Music Festival ; The compet-
l st JULY..i 1955 . 
"CORN ET " BAND BOOKS 
(Fo r  Pasting i n  the M usic) 
Ou r Ban d  Books are i n  great 
are strongly reco m men ded.  
d e mand eve ry year, 
G O LD LETTE RED U N LETT E R E D  
March Size 
Selection Size 
Per doz. 
27/4 
34/-
March Size 
Selection Size 
Name of Band Pri nted i n  Gold,  
I /6 per doz. extra. 
Colours : Black, B l u e  o r  Maroon 
PUBLISHERS : 
Per doz. 
26/-
32/8 
F. RICHARDSON LTD. 
SI BSEY B OST O N 
"CORNET" OFFICE 
LI N C O L N S H I RE 
Tel. : Slbsey 238 
The bands eligible to challenge Fairey's for They have a good number of e�"'age ents itions for brass classes took place at the Royal 
their National title are : Black Dyke Mills, booked. The band are progressmg \\ ell and the Well Cafe, on Saturday, May 2lst, and attracted HUDDERSFIELD NOTES the Bandstand, Own Choice. Three prizes. 
Camborne Town, Clayton Aniline Works, membe�s are very keen, but shift work mter- a large attendance. The entries were well above Class 2. For Fourth Section Bands (" Da.ily 
Creswell Colliery, Crossley's Carpet Works, feres with the rehearsals. _ the average and I understand the Committee The Huddersfield & District Brass Band Herald " Grading), 25 Players. Selection 
C. W. S. Manchester, EasiHgton Public, .I would be pl�ased . to receive �ews from were very pleased with the number of corn- Association held their Annual Contests in Contest. " The Joy of Youth " (W. & R.) . 
Falmouth Town, Foden's Motor Works, Forfar Middleton Victoria, \VIIksworth Umted, Long petitors wh0 took their test that day. There Greenhead Park on Sunday, June 12th. There Prizes : lst, Shield and £15 ; 2nd, Cup and £ 12 ; 
Instrumental, Hazell's (Aylesbury) Printing Eaton. and other district bands. were five classes as follows : Class 1, Junior were poor entries in both sections and the 3rd, Cup and £9 ; Fourth, Cash £6. Adjuc;icator, 
Works, Harden Colliery, Larkhall Silver, Melin- I wish to mform my previous correspondents Slow Melody Solo, open to Juniors up to 15  weather was bad. Mr. H. Aldcroft of Sale was Mr. Drake Rimmer. March and Deportment 
griffith Works, Morris Motors, Munn & Felton's who wrote to _me before I chan�ed .the notes years of age (21 entries) .  Here Jennifer Watts the adjudicator, and I was rather surprised at Contests through Town. All Bands taking part 
Works, Pare and Dare Workmen's, Ransome & from D.erbyshrre to Erewash District, that I of Lydbrook took the l st Prize ; Class 2, Open some of the awards. in this Section will be paid One Guinea, includ-
Marles Works, and St. Dennis Silver. �till wnte the �otes, although 1. c�a.nged my Slow Melody contest (34 entries) with Betty Lindley gave a good rendering to win section ing Prize-winners. 
This outstanding post-war line up of top Norn de pluJ:?e to Elstrude. This IS m answer Anderson of Leicester gaining the Premier A. I am informed that the band are to have an Full particulars from Joint Hon. Sees. : 
section bands will, of course, have a fresh piece to many en.qumes I have had. . . award ; Class 3, Quartette contest, confined to audition for the B B.C. Messrs. WARRINER & REYNOLDS, 24 Upper 
to play for the Championship and so also, for I have m the past been an msbgator for fourth section graded bands ( 13  entries) · Class Lockwood have again secured an enga,,ement Churnside, Cirencester, Glos. 
the first time, will the finalists in the Second, more Brass Band Broadcasts, but as a result of 5 A' V 
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h . , ar 1 , was e a JU 1ca or an un erstand o ng ouse astnc at theII annual T 11 l b d t II t. 0 t b in e corn or o err omes. th t - h' k l 
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h ' ·  d h - l Th 1 - d d t f o a t 1e an s ac ua y compe mg on c o er ELSTRUDE a m is remar s w ien. g1vmg is a war s, e carmva . e I? aymg an epor ment o 29-in the Royal Albert Hall-56 tickets each ; gave some very sound advice to the contestants. Bnghouse & R,astnck were of the highest degree, 
To those bands placed 3rd in Area Champion- + Association News ; A meeting of the Glo'shire and many people were enthralled by their 
ship section contests-56 tickets each ; To all - Association was held on June 4th, when it was presence at the event. 
other bands who entered Area contests-6 GLOUCESTERSHIRE NOTES decided to recommend three names as adjudi- Linthwaite were unable to attend the Associa-
tickets each. caters for the consideration of the Area Com- tion contest, owing to other commitments. They 
Allocated for the Festival Concerts . For Two contests are due to be held this month mittee for next year's contests at Bristol. are holding their annual open contest this month. 
the first Festival Concert (5 p .m. )  all the bands which should prove a great attraction for It was also agreed that 2 Association Cups Mr. A. Ashpole is to be the adjudicator. 
who competed in Area Second, Third and Fourth Glo'shire bands and band enthusiasts. The first be awarded to Association bands competing at Kirkburton Victoria, under Mr. F. Horrocks, 
section contests can apply for. as many tickets as to take place is Circencester 011 July 2nd, with the Cirencester contest (one in each section) ,  were engaged at their annual Sing Sunday. 
they require. While no limit has been set. on Class 1, for second and third section bands who are not in the prizes, but attaining the This combination consists of many youngsters 
the numbers of tickets or�ered, early apphca- (" D .R." grading), March contest on the stand ; next highest number of points. The meeting who show great promise, and no doubt we shall 
ti<;in i.s advised as. all apphcahons will be dealt Class 2, for fourth section bands (" D.H." al�o agreed that no full band contest takes place hear more of them in the near future. . 
with m the order m wlu�h they are received. grading), with trophies and good money prizes. this ye�r as finances would not permit it. The I _saw and heard many of our bands dunng the 
For the second Festival C?ncert (8 p.m.)  The adjudicator is Mr. Drake Rimmer. There is poss1b1hty of runnmg a Solo and Quartette Whitsuntide process10ns at home and across 
tickets have been allocated . this way : To all also a march and deportment contest through contest later on was discussed_, but the decision the border. I was impr.essed by the playing and 
the bands actually competmg on. October 29 the town. I learn the following entries have was left over till a later meetmg. deportment of those it was my pnv1lege to 
in the Royal Albert Hall--:-100 tickets ea.eh ; been received, Class 1 ,  Aldbourne Silver, Arley The R. A. Li.ster Social Silver I see have witness. . To those. bands placed 3rd. m Area Champion- �'elfare, Atherstone Miners Welfare, City of commenced their summer Sunday �vening Flockton Umted, although unsuccessful at 
ship sect10n contests-28 tickets each ; To all Oxford, City of Hereford, Drybrook and District, concerts.. A new secretary was appomted a May B.V. Fe_sti�al, received very good remarks 
other bands who entered Area contests-10  Lydbrook Silver, Leicester Railway Workmen, little while ago, so I am told. I have not heard from the adjudicator. They competed at the 
tickets each. Pillowell Silver ; Class 2, Atherstone Miners his name, so if he should see this, would he please Wharfedale Musical Festival quartette contest 
FA I RFO R D  
Fairford. Saturday, July 9th. "Still the 
Greatest in the West." Testpiece, Section 3 : 
"Joy of Youth" (W. & R.). 
Full particulars from the Hon. Secretary, 
Mr. D. R. BR.IDGES, "Redlands," Fairford, 
Glos. 
WORRALL HILL 
RECREATION GROUND SCHEME 
The 6th Annual Show and Open Band Con­
test will be held at Worrall Hill, Lydbrook, 
Gloucestershire, on Saturday, August 20th, 
1955. 
OPEN CONTEST - 3-0 p.m. Quick March 
on Field. Band's Own Choice. l st prize, £2-2-0. 
4-0 p.m. : March on Stage, Prize, £3-3-0. 
Band's Own Choice. 
6-0 p.m. SELECTION : Testpiece (" Mo­
ments with Mozart " )  by J .  A. Greenwood. 
(W. & R. ) .  lst Prize, £20-0-0 ; 2nd Prize, 
£10-0-0 ; 3rd Prize, £5-0-0. Four bands to 
compete or no 3rd prize. 
Previous adjudicator's remarks : " The lovli­
est place to adjudicate an Open Contest." 
Adjudicator wanted. 
Apply 0. B. JORDAN, Hon. Secretary, 14 
Council Villas, Worrall Hill, Lydbrook, Glos. 
CHIPPI NG NORTON SILVER BA ND 
All ticket applications must be received Welfare, Berry Hill Silver, Leicester Railway write giving news c/o B.B.N. and were awarded 2nd prize. T�ey have a 
at the Royal Albert Hall by August 1 .  After Workmens, Lillishall Collieries, Gloucester B.L. , WESTERK STAR number of youngsters under the tmhon of Mr. FIRST ANNUAL CONTEST & FOURTH 
this date , any remaining seats will be made Sharnford Silver, and Stroud District. Given a + Westerly, and next season should see the results ANNUAL FETE. SATURDAY, AUG. 20th, 
available for sal� �o the general public . fine day this contest should prove a big success. WIGAN NOTES of his teaching and patience. 1955. Oxford Association Rules for Fourth Bands who come w1thm the pnonty s�heme .are The second contest arranged is the one to One of our .local bands was called upon to Section " Daily Herald " Grading. (24 Players) .  
therefore strongly urged. to make the�r reqmre- be held at Fairford on July 9th. Again I have The Sunday engagements in Mesnes Park play the Nat10nal Anthem at the May Belle 
Testpiece : " Joy of Youth " (W. & R. ) .  
ments known at the earliest possible moment. not received a schedule or any information are still being carried out by bands who are Vue contest, and were m the unfortunate Adjudicator : Mr. G .  H .  Crossland. 
Invitations to play. in the Festival Concerts. to from the powers that be, so I regret that I am willing to take the risk, but so far I feel sure position of not having the music. May I suggest Entries and enquiries to : 
be conduct�d by SII Malc�lm . Sargent, with unable to pass on to you any information that it has not been a paying proposition. The to the Belle Vue Manage.ment that should they Mr. V. J - PICKETT, 36 Hailey Road, Chipping 
Harry Mortimer, O.B.E. ,  Enc Ball and Frank regarding this contest, but trust however that weather has been very unkind, and the few demand the playmg of it by the number one Norton
. 
Wright associate conductors, have been sent there will be a large entry and I wish the pro- bands that I have heard have been affected by band, the music should be :provided. 
__ 
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_
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_
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_
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_
L
_
D 
___________ _ 
to : Black Dyke Mills, C.W.S. Manchester, meters every success in their efforts. the weather. The performances have been life- I have had many enqumes as to the health T _ ' Co. Durham 
Easington Public, Fairey Aviation Works, Gloucester City British Legion gained notable less. of Mr. T. Eastwood .of Marsden. I am pleased In connection with the Carnival, Pony 
Falmouth Town, Forfar Instrumental, Morns successes recently, when they competed at the All our local bands were very busy during the to say he . 1s much improved and hopes to be Gymkhana and .Jazz Band Parade, a Brass 
Motors, Munn & Felton's Works and Pare & Reading contest. Writing in the Gloucester Whitsun weekend. On Whit-Monday, in the about agam very soon. Band Contest Will be he!? on Saturday: Sept. 
Dare Workmen's bands. Journal a little while ago, a musical con- Annual Procession, I managed to hear the OLD TROMBONE l Oth? for bands not havmg won a pnze ex-
----·+ tributor paid high tribute to this organisation majority of the bands. In my opinion the out- ceedmg £15 at any contest up �o M�y '.th, 195�; 
on the rapid advance that the band had made standing band was Haigh. Their playing was Sel<;�t10n. '.f��tp1ece (own choice) . Rigoletto 
" DAILY HERALD " OPEN FESTIVAL 
AT BRIGHTON 
More than 600 bandsmen will compete in 
the four classes at the " Daily Herald " Open 
Brass Band Festival at BrightoR, on Saturday, 
July 1 6. 
For the first time, bands from Gloucestershire, 
\Varwickshire and Yorkshire w111 be taking 
part in addition to entrants from London, 
Buckinghamshire, Essex, Hampshire, Hertford­
shire, Kent and Surrey. 
The four sectional contests wiil be held jn the 
Dome, where the massed band concert follows 
in the evening. 
The three bands taking part in the concert 
will be Carlton Main Frickley Colliery, Hanwe!J 
Silver and Hoo Silver, conducted by Mr. Eric 
Ball, with Mr. Roland Jortes\ the principal 
tenor of Sadler's Wells Opera Company, the 
guest artiste. Mr. Roland Jones was a euphon­
ium player in top class brass bands before he 
took up his operatic career. 
Applications for contest and concert tickets 
should be sent, without delay, to the Box 
Office, The Dome, Church Street, Brighton. 
since its formation some ten months ago. The smart, and well under control. The deportment BURY & DISTRICT or Emilia (W. & R. ) .  lst pnze £15 and occasion was a concert given by the band at of the band was a credit to the movement. Of i:orner Challenge Cup ; 2nd, £8 ; 3;d, 
Ross-on-\Vye, the proceeds of which were in the bands I heard playing to the Market Square, - £0 ; 4th, £2. March (on Stand) own choice 
aid of the Ross Town Band's fund for purchasing the surprise to me was the performance of the Bury Public Silver are having the most (W. & R. ) ,  lst pnze, £5 ; 2nd: £3 ; 3rd, £2. 
new uniforms. The writer in his remarks praised Wigan British Legion. I took particular notice successful season in their history. They won lst Contest to commence at 3-0 ° clock prompt. 
the band for the very high standard of playing of this band, and looking at the players, I in Selection and 2nd in March at the Association Entry fee l 5s. . . 
of the various items. The Sparkingham Trom- saw some very well-known players in the ranks. contest at Haslingden, in February. They again For further particulars and schedules wnte 
bones coming in for a special mention for the It is. very nice to see first class players giving a competed in the May contest at Belle Vue, to Mr. R. \VANLASS, Org. Secreta_ry, 6 Maple­
part they also took in the programme. helpmg h<i:nd, b.ut why didn't you fix these under a handicap of their deputy bandmaster 
wood Crescent, Fatfield, Washmgton, Co. 
Stroud District held their annual dinner men up with uniforms, Mr. Secretary? Another having to take them at a moment's notice, and Durham. 
recently, when Mr. A. W. Balmer, the new very smart band were Coppull, under their although not among the prizes they received an --------0-=-�x-==F-::-O.._R..-::D-------­
Eighth Annual Contest, promoted by the 
Oxford Silver Band, in the Town Hall, Oxford, 
on Saturday, September 24th. Three Sections, 
National Grading. Class C. for grade 4 bands. 
Testpiece, " Joy of Youth " (W. & R. ) .  Special 
Concert in the evening by Munn & Felton's 
Works Band. 
For full particulars write to Contest Manager : 
Mr. R. M. SMITH, 102 Oliver Road, Cowley, 
Oxford . 
B U RY, Lanes. 
president, stated that a public appeal was soon youthful conductor, Mr. Harry Bentham. Al- excellent report from Mr. Eric Ball, adjudicator, 
to be launched in and around Stroud to aid though a bit late Harry, I was sorry to hear who was also the composer of the piece. He 
band funds and help to provide a new set of abou_t your father. complimented the conductor on his good con­
instruments. This would amount to a cost of Wmgates are now in the middle of their ception of the music. On Whit-Friday evening at 
something like £2,000 and he was sure there Su:mmer activities. Visits to Liverpool, New Heywood, they won the lst in the hymn tune, 
were in the town a number of people who would Bn�hton, Cannock and Walkden are amongst and also the Warrington Trophy for deport­
willingly subscribe. Mr. E. G. Williams (B.M. ) ,  their engagements. I believe that in their ment. They have won this for 4 successive years. 
speaking of the band's progress, said he was program:me work, they intend to introduce a They played at Newcastle-under-Lyme on 
more interested in the future than in the past. He novelty idea to the public. It seems a long time June 12th, at Bury on June 19th and for the 
would do his best to make sure that the band since you were on the Wireless, perhaps your Old Contemptibles Reunion at Blackpool on 
went forward. Next year he hoped to see half- secretary will let me know about the next one. June 26th. Quite a busy and very interesting 
a-dozen trophies standing in their rightful I often wonder if I shall ever see you at the time for the members. No wonder they get a full 
place on the table before him. Mr. A. R. Watkins, Whit-Friday march contests. Why don't you band at every rehearsal. Well done, Mr. Lord, 
secretary, also spoke in similar strain, paying follow the pattern of Leyland Motors? This The contest on Whit-Friday evening at 
b d t d b t 8 I Bury Annual Brass Band Contest to be tribute to Mr. E .  C. Peekham, who was so helpful an en ere a ou contests and although Heywood, in aid of the Christi Cancer Fund, held 
in the formation of the band, when the dis- do not know all the results, I do know that they was once again a great success, both financially Dri' ll 
on Saturday, 8th October, 1955, in 
figured in the prizes at 3 of them. \Vriting and from a musical point of view. There was _ H�ll, Bury, under National Contest 
�--------------------�--------------------• th�. �� � u l bw ��. �� m� w� v� �d ��� � �mn �� �� ������· �; l � p.m. Co� 
enemies. I do not ask for any news from any very beautifully rendered. Mr. Needham had m_ence a . , 
p.m. estpie_ce " Moments 
You can't beat a 
' '  UNIQUIP ' '  UNIFORM 
SEND FOR FULL INFORMATION : 
THE UNlfORM CLOTHING & EQUIPMENT CO. LTD., 
10- 1 1  CLE RKE N WE LL G REE N ,  L O N D O N ,  E.C. I 
Phone : CLErkenwel l 555 1 ·2·3 
b.and, but prefer to listen to various con versa- a hard task to decide the winners. Eleven bands 
w��h �ozart T (Wh � R. ) .  Pnzes : l st, £25 tions, and I mix amongst as much band corn- competed and I, on behalf of the committee, a rown . rop Y '  2nd, £12 and Cocky 
pany as possible. I do it this way for various have been asked to thank all the bands for their Moor Trophy • 3rd, £6 and Wolstenholm Cup ; 
reasons and the only fault in this method is that help in this wonderful cause. In the March }th, £4 , a�d Trustees Cup ; 5th, £2 and 
a number of bandsmen talk on certain matters contest, l st prize and Reynolds Challenge Cup oun. er .s up." . 
before _they have �he actual facts. , I am say- was won by Farnworth Old; 2nd Irwell Springs; i 
�d]udica
)
tor · Mr. Herbert Sutcliffe (Barrow-
mg this because m my last month s notes, I 3rd, Goodshaw. Hymn Tune contest, lst prize, n urness · . 
reported that the Standish Band had been having Bury Public Silver ; Deportment, l st, Bury G 
Contest �anager · Mr. E. G. TWEEDY, 7 
a change of secretary on a number of occasions. Public Silver. The Mayor Heywood presented reenside, msworth, BOLTON. 
I have heard since that this is incorrect. To the the trophies and congratulated Mr. Warrington 
Standish band I can only say that I report and his committee on the wonderful work 
what I hear, and I am only too pleased to they are doing, not only for the bands, but for 
contradict any statements that are liable to raising such a considerable sum for the Cancer 
harm the band. Fund. 
Lower Ince Temperance are very busy. I 
have seen them on two or three occasions this 
season, and each time every man was in uniform, 
plus having a clean instrument. A little effort 
can work wonders, and I appeal to some other 
bands in the district to follow their example. 
The newly formed Crooke band will have 
BOMBARDON. 
�anb 
C I R E N CESTER 
NORTH WALES BRASS BAND ASSOCIATION 
Annual Contest, to be held at Rhyl on the 
8th Oatober next. Testpiece-Marches : lst, 
Section, " Punchinnello, "  Rimmer · 2nd Section 
" For Freedom and Honour ' · �er, {W.&R.) ; 
3rd Section, " Salute ·•hf'--' ? ..,,: ilaS. Ward, 
(W. & R.) Selectio� · �d ·ff>f·i· ·n, " Rigoletto," 
Verdi, (W. & R.) ; 2nd Sel! T!c;etl,Joy of Youth," 
J. A. Greenwood, (W. & l_iea101l 3rd Section 
" Country Life," (W. & R.) 'R' ' 
Secretary : Mr. I .  ] ARVIS, 1 9  Yates Street 
Johnstown, \Vrexham. ' appeared before the public on several occasions Eighth Annual Brass Band Festival, Satur­
before these notes are published. The majority day, July 2nd, 1 955. Trophies and Cash to the 
of the members are experienced players, but value of £500. Class l .  For Second and Third 
the running of the band is only in its infancy. Section Bands (" Daily Herald . .  Grading) ,  25 Printed by " Daily Post " Printers, and Published by Wright & Round ( Proprietor, E. Mellor), at No. 34 Erskine Street I do not know the secretary. I hope I shall Players. Selection Contest : " Moments with in the City of Liverpool, to which all Communications fu; 
come in contact with him. Mozart " (W. & R. ) .  Prizes : lst, Cup and £30 ; the Editor are requested to be addressed. Grams : Uniquip, London, E.C.I 
�-----------------------------------� MliIB�K �� �p � £W ; �� £15 . M�h Coo� oo l� WL� l�. 
